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Water-related research has been conducted on the campus of Orego n
State University over a period of many decades . Attention has been directe d
at a broad spectrum of problems, many of them multi-disciplinary in nature .
Both faculty members and students have been involved in the projects -- quite
often in collaboration with federal and state agencies . The three major state
industries (forest products, agriculture, and recreation/tourism), and thei r
support settings (urban areas, concentrated and dispersed industries), hav e
been addressed in the context of water-related problems .

It seems appropriate to step back periodically to consider some
of the results obtained and to examine likely directions for future research .
This seminar series attempted to do just that . Speakers were asked t o
identify the state of knowledge in significant subject areas and to indicat e
the role that research has played . It would be impossible to cover all facet s
of research or to document fully the state-of-the-art for those areas unde r
scrutiny . However, we present a summary and synthesis of important finding s
and some ideas regarding tomorrow's objectives .

The weekly presentations were open to faculty, undergraduate an d
graduate students, and the general public .

Peter C . Klingeman
Director

Corvallis, Orego n
January 197 9

Funds for this publication were provided by the office o f
Water Research and Technology, U .S . Department of the Interior, under the
provisions of the Water Research and Development Act of 1978 .
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The Water Resources Research Institute, located o n
. the Oregon State University Campus, serves the State of Oregon .
The Institute fosters, encourages and facilitates water resource s
research and education involving all aspects of the quality an d
quantity of water available for beneficial use . The Institute
'administers and coordinates statewide and regional programs of -
multidisciplinary research in water and related land resources .
The Institute provides a necessary communications and coordina-
tion link between the agencies of local, state and-federa l
government, as well as the private sector, and the broad researc h
community at universities in the state on matters of water -
related research . The Institute also administers and coordinates
the interdisciplinary graduate education in water resources o f
Oregon State University .
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This seminar series is one of the activities regularl y
undertaken by the Institute to bring together the research commun-
ity, the practicing water resource specialists, students of al l
ages and interests, and the general public, in order to focu s
attention upon .current issues facing our state .
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Presented September 28, 1978 by PETER C . KLINGEMAN, Director, Water Resources

Research Institute .
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' he purpose of the seminar series is to present a summary and synthesi s
of campus research progress for water-related resources . The summa-

rized research was primarily conducted over the past decade . Some earlier re -
search will also be summarized, as it often was instrumental in the developmen t
of the research staffs and of focal points for the research emphasis of variou s
campus departmental units . Related non-university research by federal agencie s
located on the Oregon State University campus will be described, in part, t o
show the interplay of federally-conducted and university-conducted research .
However, no attempt will be made to cover the full scope of non-university re -
search .

The purpose of individual seminars is to address a relatively narrow
subject area of water research . Speakers familiar with each subject area wil l
present a summary and synthesis of research focusing on some unifying topic, suc h
as watershed hydrology of erosion from agricultural lands . The speakers them -
selves will have conducted part of the research being conducted .

The seminars are not meant to be merely a recitation of projects an d
of their findings . Instead, the speakers will synthesize the past research .
They will identify the past and present state of knowledge in each focal area .
They will identify ways in which campus research has contributed to the advance-
ment of the state of knowledge . The seminars will not be restricted to project s
funded by the Water Resources Research Institute ; instead, they will attempt t o
synthesize all pertinent research conducted on the campus over the past decad e
or longer .

- The synthesis of research progress will generally emphasize concept s
and conclusions, rather than data . However, some data will undoubtedly be in-
cluded to show phenomena or system functioning and the impacts of various activ-
ities on these . Speakers will try, where possible, to show some of the importan t
linkages among hydrologic, biologic and socio-economic aspects of the problem s
researched .
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The Beginnings of Campus Water Researc h

The earliest water research on the OSU campus occurred as part'of the'. .

. . agricultural research that was basic to the role pf .a land grant College .' Much
of the early work involved water in only an "incidental" manner, rather than as a

focal point for investigation . Yet with scientific inquiry into plant growth
and with the need to irrigate crops . efficiently, water research was a significan t

by-product . Today, the agricultural sector is responsible for about 80 percen t

of the total water use in Oregon .

The Agricultural Experiment Station has acted as the administrativ e

unit for most of the agriculture-related water research since its inception in ,

1888 . A growing amount of research specializing in forest lands, having it s
beginning in the 1920's, led to the separation of that activity from the Agri -
cultural Experiment Station and from the Oregon Forest Research Center by estab-
lishment of the Forest Research Laboratory in 1961 .

The land grant colleges were also charged with the "mechanical art s

An Engineering Experiment Station .was established on campus in 1927 . Water re -
search there tended to involve pumps and turbines or dams and similar hydrauli c

structures . But one of the most significant investigations affecting Oregonian s
was that undertaken to document the pollution of'the Willamette River, contrib-
uting vital data to pinpoint early efforts in the river's restoration .

Formation of the Water Resources Research Institut e

During the 1950's it became increasingly evident that many interdis-
ciplinary aspects of water required investigation . Thus, in 1959, Professors
Burgess, Castle, Krygier, Warren, and others, organized the Water Resource s
Research Institute (WRRI) under the Agricultural and Engineering Experimen t

Stations . The purposes of WRRI were (1) to coordinate the multi-disciplinar y
efforts necessary for solution of critical water problems and (2) to participat e
with state, federal and local agencies in the study of water development project s
so that the scientific and engineering expertise of the University might b e
focused on research activities necessary to provide a sound basis for resolutio n
of water problems .

The establishment of WRRI at Oregon State University was authorize d

by the Oregon State Board of Higher Education in September 1960 . Financial sup-
port was provided from Board funds .

An Enlarged WRRI Rol e

The U . S . Congress passed the Water Resources Research Act of 196 4

(Public law 88-379) and established a federal water resources research progra m
in each state . These programs were to be administered at university-based wate r
resource research institutes -- generally to be located at land grant colleges .
Since OSU had already established such an institute five years earlier, to mee t
different needs, Governor Hatfield designated the WRRI at OSU as the eligibl e
institution for participation and so notified U .S . Secretary of the Interio r
Udall in August 1964 . The "parent" federal agency established to administer thi s
act was the Office of Water Resources Research (OWRR), since restructured as th e
Office of Water Research and Technology (OWRT) .
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The Water Resources Research Act of 1964 greatly enlarged the WRR I

scope of responsibilities . Under federal law, WRRI was the water resources
research institute for the entire State of Oregon, with state-wide responsibi'l i

ties . The federal act provided federal funds for the Institute`s financia l

support ; state support was reduced . However, during the 1969-71 biennium the
Oregon State Legislature did appropriate some funds for the administrative sup -

'I ,= port of WRRI .

The enlarged role of WRRI is well reflected by the objectives of th e
Institute . These are :

1. to provide a means for appraising special needs for water resources researc h
and education ;

2. to promote scientific endeavor wherever there are pressing needs for wate r
resources research ;

3. to encourage and facilitate the entry of qualified scientists into wate r
resources research ;

4. to coordinate, integrate and facilitate the efforts of scientists and orga-
nizations conducting water resources research ;

5. to provide visible evidence of the capabilities available on campus to con -
duct outstanding research in both broad and specific areas of water resource s
and to provide means of contact between the scientists doing this researc h

. and organizations supporting such research ;

6. to disseminate information giving the results of research on water and rela-
ted land resources to all interested agencies and individuals ;

7. to promote and support an interdisciplinary graduate education program i n
water resources at Oregon State University .

WRRI Membership and Administratio n

WRRI membership is open to all faculty members in any university o r

• college in Oregon who are actively engaged in water-related research and educa-
tion or who wish to keep themselves involved and informed regarding such activ-
ities .

Institute administration has slowly evolved since 1960 . It is pres-
ently administered by a Director and a Governing Board, together with a staf f
,including the Executive Secretary, a secretary and a clerical secretary . The

•
10-member Governing Board consists of the Institute Director, the Deans of th e
Schools of Forestry and Engineering, the Director of the Agricultural Experimen t

• Station and six faculty members from Oregon's University system who are activel y
engaged in water-related research .
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Overview of WRRI-supported Research.

The basis for WRRI research support through. OWRRtOWRT programs tha t
has been applied by the Institute Governing Boards over the years is five-fold :

1 . .to produce relevant research findings that can be applied to solve - .
pressing specific problems of state, regional or national scope ;

2 . to produce relevant research findings that are urgently needed to -
solve a pressing local problem ;

3 : to fill significant missing gaps in the broader understanding o f
an important problem ;

4. to provide "seed money" to explore a promising concept or techniqu e
and to develop it to the point where more substantial funding migh t

. be sought from other sources, including OWRR/OWRT programs ;

5. to provide a means for encouraging competent, qualified investi-
gators to enter some field of water research where ongoing researc h
is insufficient to adequately address pressing problems ; and

6. to acquire baseline information for resource characterizatio n
needed for subsequent research or decisions .

Since May 1965, WRRI has funded 76 research projects through OWRR/OWRT •
programs involving'55 principal investigators from 24 academic units of 4 stat e
institutions of higher education . Through other federal support, WRRI has facili-
tated the research of 22 principal investigators from 13 OSU academic units o n
13 projects . Additionally, in-state support has involved 6 principal investi-
gators from . 4 OSU academic units on 5 projects . Combined, the 94 projects hav e
involved 72 principal investigators from 29 academic units at 4 state institu-
tions .

During the period FY 1966 - FY 1978, the OWRR/OWRT research progra m
has brought 2 million dollars of federal support into Oregon, matched by abou t
1 .5 million dollars of state contributions (indirect costs, etc .) . These funds
have been applied to solving a broad front of water-related problems . A sub-
stantial portion of the WRRI research program has been directed to water problem s
involving forested lands and timber harvesting . Another sizeable portion ha s
been devoted to a broad range of agriculture and irrigation water problems .
Other important areas of research funding, less cohesively identifiable, hav e
dealt with industrial wastes, problems of urbanizing areas and recreation . Thus ,
the three major state industries (forest products, agriculture and recreation /
tourism) and their support settings (urban'areas and concentrated or disperse d
industries) have been addressed in the context of water-related problems. .

Many different types of matrices have been used in describing water -
related research . To show the involvement of different research disciplines i n
Oregon in solving problems through WRRI in particular subject areas, a tabl e
has been prepared . The-choices of research subject areas, while samewhat,aebi =
trary, identify areas of major statewide concern .
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WATER RESEARCK SUBJECTS AND ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE S
SUPPORTED UNDER WRRI WITH. OWRR/OWRT FUNDS, FY 1966-FY 197 8

Research Disciplines Actively Involve d
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Disseminating Research Finding s

An essential element of all research is the dissemination of finding s
to all those having potential interest in or use of the results . Several mean s
of research information dissemination are used by WRRI .

Project reports form the backbone of WRRI information disseminatio n

activities . These are prepared for the sponsor agency . When the research in-
volves OWRT funds, reports are also sent to the WRRI's in all other states fo r
their use and dissemination of findings . The principal investigator also fur-
nishes WRRI with a list of people or agencies to whom the report should be sent .
Finally, extra reports are kept at WRRI and listed on the Publications List tha t

is sent out periodically, so that interested individuals can also obtain copies .

A newsletter, "Oregon's Environment", is prepared bi-monthly and i s
circulated•to some 2000 readers, most of them in Oregon . The readers come from
all areas of society, ranging from political leaders to farmers or ranchers .
The newsletters present capsule summaries fo research applicable to Orego n
water problems . The summarized information comes not only from WRRI researc h
but also from reports of research conducted in all parts of the nation .

Seminars offer a third important vehicle for disseminating researc h

results . Approximately 20 seminars each year are held by WRRI on the :OSU campus

as part of the graduate education program . These are organized about some cen-
tral theme'each academic term, such as "Energy and Water Resources" or "Toxi c

Materials in the Aquatic Environment", so as to provide a measure of unity an d

cohesiveness . Seminar attendees include students, faculty, agency staff members ,
and the general public .

Periodically, special programs are offered to disseminate informatio n
to particular groups . Recent examples include a Wetlands Workshop for federa l
agency people involved with permit reviews and a conference on Non-federa l
Financing of Water Resources Development for state decision-makers in the Pacifi c
Northwest states (a joint effort of the . Oregon, Idaho and Washington Institutes) .

Organization of such conferences by universities is a necessar y
endeavor to augment the efforts of the many national and international organiza-
tions which hold meetings . The reason for universities to do so is to offer a
platform at which the questions can be discussed without the limitations ofte n

imposed at other conferences .

A polarization may be occurring between knowledge producers and know -
ledge users at present . Research that is often generously funded is not suffi-
ciently fast or not at all translated into practice . The reasons for this la g
of time in knowledge transfer are worth discussing on another occasion . An

embryo of confrontation in the water resources field may be in the offing betwee n

the developing and developed regions of the world . . Needs have been proven fo r

the new knowledge and its transfer in disciplines related to water resources .
Regardless of many efforts, water resources technology still is not very advanced .

When the Viking space probe landed on Mors, it could have met many hypothetica l
atmospheric conditions on that planet and performed well for these various atmo-
spheric conditions . However, one cannot yet tell what is the probability for a
dam to collapse next year under given conditions of soils, rocks, and material s
involved in the construction of large dams . The classical water resource s

6



technology is not being adjusted and developed sufficiently fast to meet ne w

conditions and needs . Society is proud of the space technology, but also i s
ready to test and produce, as well, the new technologies of the same qualit y
for the objectives on the earth . Water resources technology belongs to thes e
needed improvements . .

	

_

•It is estimated that the developing countries need to produce abou t
32,000 new water resources specialists each year .' New vocational schools and '
universities are needed to meet the demand . The transfer of water resources .
knowledge to•developing regions of the world is a challenging task for all th e
existing organizations in both the developed and developing regions . Several
lines of transfer of this knowledge are feasible, either individually or jointl y
by the international, governmental, commercial, and university organizations .
Universities of the world can and should play a large role in this knowledg e
transfer, particularly by using the approach of continuing education of profes-
sionals . For particular areas of technology, the specific feature .s , of knowledge
transfer may not be applicable identically in all disciplines .

The total management of water resources is ah activity of considerabl e
scale in any national economy . rn the United States, it requires approximatel y
$50 billion dollars per year, including water for cities, industry, energy, an d
agriculture . If this figure is extrapolated to the world population, 'it woul d
reach several hundreds of billions of dollars . Yet the water industry in mos t
countries is not organized to carry out its own research and development or t o
deliver scientific knowledge to the point of . application . For this reason, a
diverse group of transfer agents serve the needs . These include the universities ,
government agencies at all levels, libraries, scientific and technical associa-
tions, extension services, non-profit and profit institution . Little has bee n
written about the effectiveness of these diverse groups and, although a grea t
deal is known about water resources, little is 'known about the most effectiv e
ways to transfer water knowledge .



Presented October 5, 1978 by GEORGE W . BROWN, Head, Department of Fores t
Engineering, Oregon State University .
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regon's 23 million acres of forest land • provide a variety of good s
and services for our citizens and the nation . Attention often

focuses on the 9 billion board feet of timber harvested each year in ou r
state . And certainly with some justification ;'this valuable resource provide s
the backbone of Oregon's economy .

,There is, however, another important resource that is produced
from Oregon's forestland--high quality water . Most of our state ' s river
systems begin in forested watersheds . Understanding how these foreste d

. watersheds function and how man's activities affect this functioning is a n
important key in making wise decisions about management of both timber an d
water . Recent legislation by the federal government and by our state throug h
the Forest Practices Act lends the force of law to our desire to bette r
understand the interaction between forestry-activities and Oregon ' s. water
resources .

During the 12 years our Institute has been financed by . OWRT, a
major emphasis of our research has focused upon the hydrology of foreste d
watersheds . .In addition, the Forest Service has• a-major research program
on water resources in managed forest watersheds . Their program is locate d
on the OSU campus at the Forestry Sciences Laboratory . Together, thes e
programs form one of the most concentrated watershed management researc h
efforts in the United States . I wish to describe the work we have don e
together in three major areas : predicting water yield from forest land s
and the effect of timber harvesting on that yield ; modeling runoff processes ;
predicting water quality in forest streams and the effect of man's cultura l
activities on quality .

9



PREDICTING WATER YIELDS FROM FOREST LAND S

The presence of trees in our state's most important watersheds i s
by no means an ecological coincidpnce . Trees require large volumes of water
for their establishment and growth . Those portions of Oregon which receive
large amounts of precipitation and produce high runoff are ideally suited

	

. `
for trees . The water used by trees, called transpiration, is returned t o
the atmosphere as vapor . ' Without transpirati-on, most of this water woul d
find its way into streams as runoff .

Some of the earliest watershed research in our country was-begu n
to determine the amount of water trees used . When this work began in Oregon ,

several water supply issues were at stake :

- increased water for domestic use from forested ,
municipal watershed s

- increased water for irrigatio n

- interstate export of Oregon ' s water

Manipulating the forest, a heavy user of water, was posed as an alternativ e
for increasing water yield .

Several sets of studies were completed by OSU and Forest Servic e
hydrologists . The Forest Service established several experimental watershed .
studies in the northern, central and southern Cascades of Oregon . Th e
University began a watershed study in cooperation with several agencies an d
timber companies in the Coast Range . All of these watershed studies followed
a similar design . In each study, two or more watersheds were scheduled t o
be treated following a 7-10 year period of calibration . At least one
additional watershed was designated as a control and remained untreate d
throughout the study . Following calibration, the designated watershed s
were treated in some manner (road construction, harvesting, etc .) and the
response compared to the pretreatment relationship with the control water -
shed .

.Scientists also began some very sophisticated studies on evapo-
transpiration processes in forest lands . In this research, energy exchang e
between the forest canopy and the atmosphere was used as the variable fo r
predicting water use .

This hydro-logy and evapotranspiration research produced several -
interesting findings :

10 .



1. On an annual basis, about 30-40 percent . of th e
precipitation that falls in western Oregon i s
transpired (Rothacher, et . al ., }967) .

2. Harvesting timber by clearcutting can be expected .
to increase streamflow by this same amount, _with' the. -
increase . i41'volume occurring primarily during the
winter months . In .absolute volume, clearcu t
harvesting In the Coast Range increased annual stream- .
flow by about 24 inches or two acre-feet/acre the firs t
year following harvest . In the Cascades streamflow

	

.
was increased by 18 inches or one and one-half acre
feet/acre the first year following harvest (Harr, 1976 ;
Rothacher, 1970) .

3. Summer streamflow generally triples the first yea r
following clearcutting . While this is a large percentage '
difference,' it represents-a small difference in volume

	

'
since this is the period of lowest flow (Harr, 1976 ;
Rothacher, .1970 ; Harr . and Krygier, 1972) .

4. Partial cutting in a watershed' produces smalle r
increases in streamflow ; if less than about 25 %
of the watershed is logged, increases are no t
readily detectable (Rothacher, 1970) .

5. Clearcutting increases the small peak flows fro m
fall and spring storms . Greatest increases are
in the fall prior to soil moisture recharge . .There
is little or no effect on . large, mid-winter pea k
flows which occur after soil moisture recharge i s
complete (Rothacher, 1973) .

	

-

6. Increased water yield declines with time as tree s
and other' vegetation become reestablished followin g
clearcutting . The rate of return to preharves t
levels varies with site conditions, but is generall y
a negative exponential function .

In my opinion, the results of this research have been very usefu l
for those concerned with the management of forest lands and their aquati c
resources . First, it has shown that timber harvesting may produce an
increase in water yield ; in fact, streams do not dry'up following harvest .
But it is also very clear that opportunities for substantially increasin g
water yield will require a• rather drastic manipulation of alarge part o f , .
Oregon's forest watersheds . And given present concerns and policies far' .
forest management, it is unlikely that we will be able to implement large -
scale water yield improvement projects on our forest lands .

11



MODELING RUNOFF PROCESSE S

It is important for resource managers to understand the impac t

of management on the pattern or timing of runoff as well as the changes i n

volume . Three types of studies have been conducted to answer these questions .

The first type is the empirical measurement of changes following treatment o f

a watershed . The watershed studies described above were also designed t o
monitor changes in individual storm events as well as total water yield .
As a result, we have good general information about hydrograph response i n

both Cascade and Coast Range streams .

The second type of study focuses on definition of the individua l
hydrologic processses responsible for the changes in streamflow observe d
on watersheds . Such studies are essential for developing explanations o f
the changes observed from empirical monitoring and to provide the basi s
for extrapolation of results to other watersheds with different character-
istics . Unless these process oriented studies occur concurrently wit h
empirical watershed research, accurately predicting outcomes of alternativ e
management strategies is all but impossible . The principal process work
done at OSU on forest watersheds has been the definition of subsurfac e
flow processes in sloping forest soils and water use by vegetation . Thi s
work has been a major contribution to our understanding of how rainfal l
reaches streams in our steeply sloping, highly pervious soils on foreste d
lands .

The third type of research utilizes the empirical data obtaine d
from both process and watershed studies, but seeks to develop a more general -

solution through mathematical modeling or simulation . The objective of the

simulation studies is to predict the changes in streamflow that would occur

over a range of precipitation events from alternative management activities .
This research at OSU has been done almost exclusively by those scientist s
working in the Coniferous Forest Research Program .

The results of this research effort have also provided usefu l
information for resource managers on the behavior of forest streams an d

their response to management .

	

Some important findings are that :

1. Peak flows from small, headwater streams are "lost "
downstream as a result of "dampening" processes i n

the channel . This illustrates the difficult an d
complex problem of routing flood peaks from treate d

watersheds .

2. Surface runoff, or overland flow, on undisturbe d
forest soils seldom occurs in Northwest Oregon . Wate r
travels from upper slopes to stream channels via sub -
surface or underground routes . We also know that fores t
soils are seldom saturated in the classical sens e
(Harr, 1977) .

12



3. The patterns of water use by forest vegetation have bee n

well established and can now be predicted with som e
accuracy (Waring et . al ., in press) . .

	

-

4. Computer models are .useful for simulating . runaf f
processes runoff _from forest land . For example, a
model has been tested with data sets from Oregon ,
Arizona, and North Carolina and works very wel l
for annual runoff-(Waring, et . al ., in press) :

The . information'developed from these studies and the water yiel d
studies has been used in a variety of ways . First, it tells forest managers ,

water resources managers, and the public that' major - flooding events are not
influenced by timber harvesting . Not only are the large peak event s
unaffected by harvesting, the smaller ones get lost downstream . Thi s
means that resources and efforts for flood control activities can be focuse d
on other problems . Peaks from headwater areas are not necessarily translate d
into flooding downstream riparian zones .

Finally, the research has raised important questions about the trans -
location of. water on forested slopes . It has demonstrated that the classi c
overland flow or surface runoff concept of runoff generation is not valid .

	

-
Neither is the concept that forest soils must be raised to moisture level s
near saturation before streams begin to rise . Also, this research has helped

us better understand how chemicals, both naturally-derived and those applie d
by man, are transported along with water through theforest soil matrix . . Thi s
has significant implications for the water quality issues we will discuss next .

WATER QUALITY IN FOREST STREAM S

Some of the most exciting work in forest hydrology at Orego n
State deals with the water quality of forest streams and man's impact o n
that quality as a result of management . I believe it is safe to say that
no other university has been so deeply involved in this topic . While I
will confine my remarks to the hydrologic or physical aspects of wate r
quality, it is important to understand that these several studies al l
have a biological focus or ultimate objective . They have been conducte d
in cooperation with fisheries and aquatic biologists with the goal o f
relating treatment of the forest to changes in water quality and, i n
turn, biological response . The major political issue that these studie s
were designed to resolve was the question of harvesting impacts on th e
useability of water for domestic consumption and fish production .

Two types of water quality studies have been conducted at OSU .
The first type of study is the classical experimental watershed stud y
described earlier in the section on water yield . Water quality measure-
ments were overlayed on the water yield experiments and included measurement s
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of sediment, temperature, and various chemical constituents of water . Th e
objective of these water quality studies was to obtain gross estimate s
of changes produced by a given treatment . As with any watershed stud y
which focuses on output, major problems or changes can be easily identified ,
but it is difficult to develop generalized models capable of predictin g
outcomes of varying treatments over varying sets of conditions . A second

. type of study was conducted to overcome this shortcoming . These studie s
can be classified generally as process studies and focus on developin g
functional relationships between driving or controlling variables and th e
observed change in water quality . These studies are generally designed to
provide predictive relationships capable of fairly broad extrapolation .

Watershed Studie s

Watershed studies on water quality impacts of harvesting have bee n
conducted by Forest Service and University scientists in the forests of th e
Cascade and Coast Ranges in conjunction with water yield studies describe d
earlier . The general design of these studies was to monitor water qualit y
of 3 to 4 watersheds for a period of time to develop comparative relation -
ships while the watersheds were in an unaltered state . Following thi s
" calibration" period, two or more of the watersheds were treated (roa d
construction, harvesting, etc .) and one left unaltered to serve as a control .

Suspended sediment and samples for dissolved chemical constituent s
were collected at the bottom of each watershed . In some cases, sample s
were collected by a pumping device which sampled a fixed proportion of th e
streamflow . In other cases, these samples were collected by hand . Depending
upon the measurement technique, estimates were made for changes in annua l
yield or changes in concentration of the water quality parameters. A
variety of physical and chemical water quality characteristics have bee n
studied including suspended sediment, temperature, turbidity, total dissolve d
solids, dissolved oxygen and a wide range of ion concentrations includin g
calcium, magnesium, potassium, nitrate and bicarbonate .

The results of the water quality studies have provided usefu l
information to forest managers, fisheries managers, and pollution contro l
specialists . The results have been incorporated into rules, regulations ,
and guidelines for controlling nonpoint source pollution from silvicultur e
on federal, state, and private forest lands in Oregon and other states a s
well . Some of the most important findings are these :

1 . Sediment is the nonpoint source pollutant of greates t
concern . It also has the greatest natural or backgroun d
variation (Brown and Krygier, 1971) .
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2. Sediment carried by a stream varies in concentration wit h
the volume of streamflow, season of the year, and wit h
stage condition (rising or falling) . The pattern and
level of sediment yield may be significantly altered by

major flood events . Variation between watersheds, eve n
those adjacent to each other, is also quite large (Brow n
and Krygier, 1971) .

3. Timber harvest operations increase the amount an d
variation of sediment transported in streams . Th e
level of increase is related to the degree of soi l
disturbance . Road construction in mountainous terrai n
produces the greatest volume of sediment, often a s
a result of landslides . Slash burning, which expose s
mineral soil to winter rains, is the next largest source .
Timber falling and yarding with cable systems produce s
very little soil disturbance and no significant increas e
in sediment (Brown and Krygier, 1971 ; Fredriksen, 1965) .

4. The increases observed in sediment yield following harves t
operations tends to be highest the first year and decline s
during following winter seasons . The rate of decline i s
proportional to the rate of revegetation (Brown an d
Krygier, 1971 ; Fredriksen, 1965) .

5. In western Oregon, mass wasting is the dominant form of
erosion in the mountainous terrain of the region . Timbe r
harvesting, and especially road construction, increases th e
frequency of these events . Road-related mass failures ar e
most frequent immediately following construction, but ma y
continue long afterwards especially after large winte r
storms . One survey of 21 undisturbed watersheds and 1 3
clearcuts in the Coast Range showed one failure per 1 9
acres in clearcuts and one in 17 acres in undisturbe d
areas . The rate of erosion from mass wasting on clearcuts
was 3 .5 times that from undisturbed watersheds . The rate
of erosion from road-related mass wasting is generall y
several times that amount (Brown and Krygier, 1971 ;
Fredriksen, 1965 ; Ketcheson and Froehlich, 1978 ;
Swanston and Dyrness, 1973) .
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Stream temperatures can change significantly followin g
clearcutting if the stream is exposed to direct sola r
radiation . Changes in the maximum daily temperatur e
from 60 to 85°F were observed on two small stream s
following through clearcut units (Brown and Krygier ,
1970) .
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7. Shade from riparian trees and brush can prevent temperatur e
changes in the stream even though the adjacent forest ha s

been clearcut (Brazier and Brown, 1972 ; Brown, 1969) .

8. Logging residue, if allowed to accumulate in the channel s

of small streams, can depress dissolved oxygen concentration s
from saturation to near-zero levels (Ponce and Brown, 1974 ;

Berry, 1974) .

-9 . The concentration of nutrients such as nitrogen or bicarbonat e ,
increases in streams following clearcutting and slash burning .
First year increases in N03-N vary from 3 (Coast Range) t o
130 (Southern Cascades) times the concentration prior t o
cutting . In no case, were these concentrations above level s

considered hazardous to humans or fish . For example, in the

southern Cascades, where the largest percentage chang e
occurred following . clearcutting, N0 3-N increased from

0 .002 mg/1 to only 0 .275 mg/l . The highest concentratio n
observed following clearcutting was in the Coast Range wher e
concentrations reached 2 .10 mg/1, a level below the backgroun d
concentration on a nearby control watershed dominated b y
alder, a nitrogen fixing species (Brown, et . al ., 1973 ;

Fredriksen, et . al ., 1975) .

Process Studie s

Studies designed to develop functional relationships betwee n
several independent variables and water quality changes produced by har-
vesting were conducted to improve our ability to predict management impacts .
Many of these studies were designed to answer important questions raise d

by watershed studies . Many were conducted on the experimental watershed s

or used basic data from these early experiments . The approach of the
process studies, however, was to measure many variables very intensivel y
over a short period of time rather than a few variables over a long perio d
of time . Also, the focus was on defining the relationship between severa l
independent variables and one dependent variable rather than the converse .

The range of process studies undertaken at Oregon State by universit y
and Forest Service scientists has been quite large . These include studies of

sediment transport, organic residue accumulation in streams,• the biochemica l
oxygen demand of logging debris, reaeration in turbulent streams, temperatur e
change processes, buffer strip stability, and the fate of applied chemical s
in the forest environment . The results of many of these studies have already .
been incorporated into rules and guidelines for regulating forest operations .
Others have provided important fundamental information that will form th e
basis for eventual drafting of rules . Some of the most important finding s
are these :
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1. Precise measurements of suspended sediment show a
regular pattern of changing concentration during a
storm event . The pattern is like a hysteresis loo p
with sediment concentrations highest on rising stage s
and rapidly declining on falling stages . Early fal l
storms have the highest concentrations of suspende d

sediment . Later storms produce less sediment, indi-

cating a pronounced seasonal flushing of sedimen t
from the stream system. This means that "background "

values for water quality monitoring are likely to b e
highly variable on small streams (Beschta, in press) .

2. In Oregon Coast Range streams, the amount of sediment
being transported as bedload becomes an increasingl y
important part of the total load when flows excee d
approximately 15 ft 3 -sec- 1-mi -2

	

However, during
small peak flows (less than a 5-year return period )

the bedload transport may comprise only 10 to 20% o f
the material being carried as suspended load . A genera l
transport of bed material does not occur when flows ar e
below 15 ft 3-sec-l -mi -2 (Beschta, personal communication) .

3. Bed material moves through a stream channel in waves o r
pulses, probably as a result of periodic destruction o f
the armor layer of the channel . This phenomenon als o
produces fluctuations in the concentration of suspended
sediment because large quantities of fine material ar e
stored in the bed of streams (Paustian and Beschta, i n
press ; Milhous and Klingeman, 1973) .

4. Organic residue is an important natural component o f
stream channels in the Pacific Northwest . In undisturbe d
watersheds covered with old-growth forests, the quantity
of residue may be greater than 20 tons per 100 feet o f
channel . This residue acts as a barrier to movement o f
bed material, may serve as a stabilizing element for
stream banks, and may serve as an energy source for
important aquatic organisms (Froehlich, 1973) .

5. The quantity of organic residue may be markedly increase d
by clearcutting if no special measures are taken . I n
steep channels, residue loading may combine with mas s
wasting to produce damaging debris avalanches . Directing
the fall of timber away from streams by pulling jackin g
trees or using buffer strips to prevent felled timbe r
from rolling into the stream channel can keep most o f
the residue from entering channels during timber harves t
(Froehlich, 1973) .
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• 6 . Green needles, leaves, twigs, and other finely divide d

organic residue have an extremely high biochemica l

oxygen demand . In small streams, the demand is exerte d

very quickly because the simple sugars present in fresh .

vegetation are rapidly backed into the water .. Thi s
explains the reduction in dissol-ved oxygen observed in th e

watershed experiments and focuses attention on the need

to control the amount of fine residue entering stream' s

during timber harvest (Berry, 1974 ; Ponce and Brown, 1974) .

7. The rate of reaeration following oxygen depletion i s

generally quite rapid in the turbulent, small streams

typical of forested watersheds . Where streams are .free- .

flowing oxygen concentrations can increase from less tha n

1 .0 mg/l to 6 mg/1 in less than 300 feet . We now have a ,

method for predicting reaeration potential of a channe l

suitable for use by forestry field personnel ('Ice, 1978) ..

8. Direct solar radiation is the dominant source of hea t

for raising the temperature of small streams . Streams
do not readily cool through evaporation or convectio n

once'warmed by the sun . Temperature increases resultin g

from exposure of the water following clearcu .ting can be

accurately predicted with a model suitable for use by
field personnel (Brown, 1969 ; 1970) .

9, Proper design of buffer strips is essential if streams .,

and water quality, are to be protected following timber
harvest, Blowdown is a common occurrence in buffer strip s

and can significantly degrade the aquatic environment .

.Guidelines for buffer strip design are presently bein g

formulated with basic data collected from a survey o f

over 80 buffer strips (Steinblums, 1978) .

10 . Chemicals applied to forest vegetation or forest soi l

follow the same pathway to streams as does water, the

principal carrier of these chemicals . This pathway is

	

.

controlled by the rapid infiltration of surface soil an d

the dominance of subsurface, rather than overland, flow .
Chemicals applied to vegetation and soil surfaces ar e
generally transported into the soil matrix where adsorption

and biochemical weathering significantly reduce the move-
ment . This explains the very low concentration of chemicals .

.usually observed in stream water after application . For .a

more thorough review of this complex issue see Norr .i ss (976) ..
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NEW DIRECTION S

Watershed research on Oregon's forest lands continues to be a n
'exciting and interesting area in which to work . The need for informatio n
by those who manage forest land, fisheries, or water resources and by the •

general public has never been greater . This need will continue to grow a s
resources become more scarce and the conflicts between competing resourc e

uses become more clearly defined . Water resource issues have always bee n

. of high public interest in Oregon and that interest is not likely to subside .

Research in forest hydrology or watershed management will b e
i

•

	

nfluenced by several key issues during the next ten years . These issue s
include :

•

	

- Increasing regulatory activity to control non-point sourc e

pollution from forest lands .

- Increasing pressure for intensive management of Orego n ' s
forest lands including :

- increased wood production from present fores t
land bas e

- extension of management activities into mor e
inaccessible area s

• rehabilitation of nonproductive forest lan d

- greater utilization of wood residue for energ y
production .

These issues set the stage for the information we must develop through .
research so that decision-makers, including the general public, will b e
able to make rational, informed judgements about our natural resources .
I believe the research will be characterized in the following way :

Development of Predictive Models . The research will shift t o
i

•
nclude an even greater proportion of process-type studies . We ' l l

continue to use watershed studies, but probably in a new way . And that : _
is to use them to test hypotheses rather than to formulate them . The

	

'
• need to predict the outcomes of management activities across a broade r

range of conditions and to compare alternative management strategie s
precludes, I believe, our reliance on the traditional watershed approach .
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Focus on Sediment and Chemicals . The two major classes of non -
point source pollution of greatest concern are probably going to be sedimen t
and chemicals applied to increase the productivity of forest land . 'Sedimen t

. is certainly the most common pollutant and probably the one of greatest -
significance to the management of aquatic resources . Yet we know very littl e

about its production or predicting this productio n., especially from-landslid e .

processes . Nor can we predict with any accuracy the influence of road ,

construction on landslide ocurrence . Neither do we understand, in any
predictable way, how sediment materials are transported or deposited in our .
stream-river-estuary continuum and the variation in response of the aquati c

ecosystem to this sediment . With more steep forest land to be intensivel y
managed, more roads to be constructed, more material removed from the land ,
the sediment problem is likely to occupy a substantial portion of researcher s '

time .

The present concern about chemicals in the environment is likel y

to accelerate . As we are faced with more difficult decisions about th e
trade-offs between the use of chemicals and the growing of trees, the nee d
for clearly articulated information about the fate of these chemicals in ou r

environment increases . The problem is not one that is just for chemists .

Since water is the common carrier, the need for better information abou t
water movement in the forest is no longer an academic issue .

Greater Involvement In Watershed Research . As the complexity an d

political sensitivity of these forest management-water resource issues grows ,
we will begin to see a greater number of agencies, organizations, and disci-
plines represented in the research effort . EPA's Environmental Researc h
Lab here on campus has just recently begun a nonpoint source pollutio n
research effort . We can expect more forest industri-es to become involve d
in watershed research . Weyerhaeuser has been actively involved in watershe d
research since about 1973 ; in the past year Georgia Pacific and Potlatc h
have hired hydrologists to work on nonpoint source pollution problems . I t
is also apparent that the interdisiplinary research that began with the Alse a
Studies will become the rule rather than the exception . Complex watershe d
problems will not be solved any other way .

Better Interpretation of Research Results . I also believe that ou r
research will be structured in a way that will lend itself to better interpre-
tation of research results . The pressure to incorporate research result s
immediately into regulatory programs will put additional pressure on research-
ers to structure research projects that provide information more . directly useabl e
by managers . This means research designed from the outset to link with othe r
information that leads to a management solution . In its simplest , fo.rm, i t

is a consistency of units of measurement . But we must also design researc h
that will lead to application in the field . Too often in the past, we hav e
given managers tools to use that were far too complex for their use .
Complicated simulation models,-for example, that utilize data inputs manager s
can never hope to obtain .
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I believe the next ten years will be extremely exciting ones fo r
those of us working on forest watershed problems . The heat is on to provid e
information to help solve some critica l .management issues .' And that is jus t
where we ought to be .
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9e:#d/teteea Reedeand

Fifty years ago the United States and other countries Offered prize s
to scientists, inventors, and adventurers if they could accomplis h

a significant technological feat . Lindbergh's flight to Paris was in respons e
to a prize offered for a non-stop flight across the Atlantic . Since that time ,
governments have refined their approach to encouraging . achievements in scienc e
and technology . Congress simply passes an Act declaring the establishment of a
new management practice or setting a particularly desirable management goal .
The most successful legislation of this type was the flight to-the moon by th e
United States in 1969 . Recently Congress has launched programs that were base d
upon desirable goals for the management .of natural resources . Two of these pro-
grams directly concern fishery resources and the management of the aquatic envi =
ronments . Both acts will affect a major portion of the fishery research effort s
in the decade and have mandated more sophisticated management techniques .

The first Act, called the Toxic Substances Control Act of 1976 (P L
94-469) requires manufacturers to provide adequate data on the effects o f
chemical substances and mixtures added to the waterways . As an afterthought ,
the Act states that the control authority "should not'be exercised in a manner
as to impede unduly or create unnecessary barriers .to technological innovations" .
What the . Act failed to take into account, was that the technology needed t o
implement the'Act has not been developed by ..the scientific community . Fish
toxicologists have not been able to develop a simple ; short-term test .that
manufacturers could use to clear chemical substances for production .

There are two bioassays available for clearing a chemical substanc e
or chemical mixture : The 96-hour bioassay and a 12-month bioassay (MATC) . The
96-hour bioassay estimates the LC-50 or the concentration that will kill 50% o f
the fish . An application factor was arbitrarily set at 10% of the LC-50 . The
MATC test is an estimate of the maximum concentration which causes no significan t
effects on growth, survival, or reproduction of a species . Expecting manufac-
turers to clear about 1500 chemicals last year by means of 12-month tests wit h
the necessary replications is not a realistic view of the legislative mandat e
of the Congress . Hence, a great deal of effort has been devoted to finding a
relationship between the MATC and the 96-hour'bioassay .
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Mount (1977) showed that no consistent relationship existed betwee n
the MATC tests and the 96-hour bioassay . The MATC test is obviously a mor e
sensitive test than the 96-hour bioassay but the MATC results are variable .
There is an urgent need to establish an experimentally determined safety facto r
that can be applied to the LC-50 . Given our present state of knowledge of fish
physiology and fish toxicology, an accurate safety factor . for the LC-50 probabl y

•cannot be set from a completely objective viewpoint .

The real need is to understand the basis for the toxic response s
measured in the short and long term bioassays . The ability to extrapolate th e
effects of a chemical substance to all fish from a MATC bioassay of a singl e
species of fish must rest . on an understanding of basic physiological processe s
and responses . Additionally, the effects of mixing two or more toxic substances
can be additive, subtractive, or superadditive and the means for predicting thes e
actions has not been developed by toxicologists .' A much stronger theoretica l
base is needed to make the kind of predictions required by PL 94-469 . Much time -
has already been wasted trying to find short cuts for implementing the Act . The
purposes of the Act are necessary and desirable and the fish toxicologists shoul d
be encouraged to find theoretical explanations for the toxic responses of fish .

DEMANDS ON RESEARCH COMMUNIT Y

A second Congressional Act in 1976 (PL 94-265) ;•is affecting the
national and international management of marine fish resources and making new '
demands on the research community. The Fishery Conservation. zones establishe d
by the Act extended national jurisdiction to 200 nautical miles beyond the coast

-
line. of a country. Several South American countries (e .g ., Peru,'ChiTe, and
Brazil) established the principle of extended jurisdiction over fish resources ,
but after passage ofPL 94-265, virtually . every country established fishery
conservation zones of 200 nautical miles . The fishery conservation zones for the
United States encompass an area•nearly :the'size of the contiguous 48 states . The
control and protection of fish resources was only one part of a complex act . The
Act commits the United States to managing the fishery resources on the basis o f
an optimum yield concept . Management must be based on the best available scien-
tific information . The concept of optimum yield is still not-clearly define d
but essentially it permits a safety factor in setting a quota for a fishery an d
decreases the probability of overfishing .

The most objective means for implementing the Act appear to be th e
development _of models for each fishery . Theoretically, models can incorporat e
the mass of data available from the commercial catches of fish and provide a
means of refining techniques used'to set fishing quotas ._ The most successful
fishery models have been deterministic models, but there is an increasing nee d
for stochastically based models . It is certain that the-more'intensive manage-
ment required under PL 94-265 will not permit management based upon historica l
trends .

Trends-may be important but the processes' causing the trends must b e
defined and quantified . Hayman (1978) demonstrated that the use of trend data" :
to develop quotas for the Dover sole (Microstomus pacificus) would result in the .
demise of that fishery . Productivity of the fishery was strongly correlated wit h
the rate of upwelling off of the Oregon and Washington coasts' . In order to
harvest the maximum tonnage if Dover sole, a variable quota based upon updwellin g
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must be set by the fish managers . Variable'quotas do not, however, fit int o
most economic models . A stable source of supply is required to maximize profits .
in the market place . This conflict between biological production and fish econo-
mists means that teams of scientists will be required to develop fishery manage-
ment models .

One final result of the Act is , that the : United States cannot try t o
stockpile their fish resources . The fishery resource in the zone'will be manage d
for exploitation by the United States ,fishing ,fleet and foreign fishing'fleets .
The management needs will clearly dictate the direction of marine fishery re -
search for.the next two decades, but we sti'll'must have a better understanding
of the ecosystems producing the fish and other products of importance .

More' thought needs to go into designing experiments that help us to ,
define the limits and -productive capacities of natural ecosystems . Warren and
Liss (1977) ' have proposed a tentative basis for designing ecological studies i n
aquatic ecosystems and more basic research on this ecosystem is needed befor e
developing research projects that do not adequately describe natural ecosystems .

' Fish are only a small part of the organic products produced by aquatic ecosystems .
Forbes' (1925) observations that one learns very little about fish unless the
entire ecosystem is studied, is still true today .' Our research will be dictate d
to a large extent by research funds supplying the needs of'fish_managers .
Management cannot be extended much further without a better understanding of th e
forces driving ecosystems . Forbes' (1925) observations on the need to study th e
entire aquatic ecosystem are still appropriate . Fishery research may be dic-
tated by management needs but real advances can only come from an increase d
understanding of . the dynamics of an , ecosystem .
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Presented October 19, 1978 by MOYLE E . HARWARD, Department of Soil Science ,

Oregon State University .
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. SCOPE OF SEMINA R

Primary emphasis in this discussion is on erosion and sediments fro m
agricultural lands . _Specifically, we will be talking about the situation in th e
high lands winter rainfall zone of the Pacific Northwest (area west of th e
Cascades) . However, one of the purposes of this seminar series . is to focus on
unifying topics and to present some general concepts . In the broad sense, w e
are dealing with soil-water relationships to non-point sources of pollution .
There are some processes common to erosion, septic tank effluents, and mas s
movement (landscape stability) and these will be illustrated .

BACKGROUND ON EROSION STUDIE S

Present Status :

A few decades ago there was considerable interest in agricultura l
practices in relation to wind and water erosion where emphasis was on conser-
vation of the resource . Present concern is on water quality as evidenced b y
PL92-500 and section 208 dealing with non-point sources of pollution (NPSP) .
This has resulted in renewed interest in erosion . However, a new dimension ha s
been added in that the bottom line is water quality . Erosion studies per se are
not enough ; we have to relate this to sediment transport .

Most of the research on erosion has been in the Midwest and easter n
U .S . Much less has been done on agricultural lands in the northwest . There has
been some work in the Palouse Country of Washington, but little or no attentio n
in Oregon . Until recently it was not recognized as a. major or priority problem .
However, arguments about the magnitude of problems here relative to other area s
is a mute question . All states are concerned with section 208, PL92-500 deal-
ing with NPSP
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There is ample evidence that we do have erosion problems in thi s

region . It is possible that we may be seeing increased rates of erosion as a
result of changes in land use and management practices . Regulation of grass
field burning has resulted in some shift from grass to grain on the hill soil s
surrounding the valley . In an effort to solve an air quality problem, we may
have increased the problem of sediments and water quality . The questions arise s
as to whether or not this is an acceptable trade-off . Effects of sediment s
and decreased water quality may be longer lasting and more difficult to contro l
than temporary problems of air pollution . Nevertheless, it is clear that w e

. have erosion-sediment problems which need attention .

Increased awareness and concern by farmers working through commodit y
groups and resource organizations, such as the Wheat League, and Soil and Wate r
Conservation Districts, resulted in a regional research effort on erosion . They
provided the stimulus and, importantly, were successful in securing funds t o

develop the program . The total program known as STEEP (Solutions to Environ-
mental and Economic Problems) is broad and includes all factors which affec t
erosion . The 5 major areas include ; (1) tillage and management, (2) plan t
design, (3) erosion and runoff prediction, (4) pest management, and (5) econo-
mics . The Oregon responsibilities specifically are on erosion and runoff pre -
diction for the high winter rainfall zone of the Pacific Northwest (west o f
Cascades) . This seminar will focus on investigations of erosion and sedimen t
transport in an agricultural watershed on the hill soils which surround th e
Willamette Valley .

USLE :	 Use andLimitations

The Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) is often taken as a startin g
or focal point in erosion studies (Wischmeier et al ., 1971) . The equation ha s
the form

A = RKLSC P

where :

	

A is predicted soil loss (T/A) ,
R is a rainfall factor ,
K is a soil erodibility factor ,
L is slope length ,
S is steepness ,
C is the cover or cropping factor, an d
P is the erosion control practice factor .

The equation was derived and calibrated using a large amount of data ,
largely from the Midwest and eastern U .S . The USLE provides a means for evalu-
ating the effect of cultural practices on erosion . Accordingly, it is a too l
used by the U .S . Soil Conservation Service to aid decisions on the need an d
design for specific management practices (SCS, 1976) . Properly calibrated an d
used, it serves a useful purpose . Unfortunately, its limitations are not alway s
understood and it is sometimes misused (Wischmeier, 1976) .

Some of the limitations of the USLE are important because of the con-
ditions we have in our area .

1 . The equation has not been adequately calibrated for our area .
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2. The R factor deals with intensities or energies of rainfall . Thi s

is important in the Midwest and East which have rainfall more
evenly distributed over the year and where convective type storm s

are important . Our area is characterized by prolonged winter rain -
fall periods with gentle or moderate intensities with some more

intense storms . The R factor does not take into account the ante-
cedent moisture, i .e ., the prior rainfall and levels of soil mois-
ture at the onset of a given storm .

3. The K factor on soil erodibility is measured with standard plot s
under a specified set of conditions . More often it is estimate d
on the basis of % clay, % organic matter, structure class, and
permeability class . Particularly important, the K factor applie s
to the surface soil and does not take into account the presenc e
or influence of subsurface restrictive layers .

4. The equation assumes a uniform slope . It does not take topographi c

position into account .

5. The equation relates only to detachment and is not intended to
provide information on amounts which get into streams . It shoul d
be emphasized that equating erosion estimates from the USLE t o

stream sediments is not justified .

Unfortunately, some of the limitations of the USLE involve the very

systems with which we have to work . The soils of western Oregon tend to be fin e
textured and frequently have restrictive layers of clay or rock . The Pacifi c
Northwest is the only region in the U .S . with high winter rainfall and dry sum-

mers . Much of the rainfall is slow to moderate in intensity and storms with
higher intensities tend to occur after periods of moderate rainfall rates . As
a result of this soil-weather interaction, perched water tables develop even on

hill slopes . Lateral downslope subsurface flow occurs at fairly high rates .

This water tends to surface in downslope positions . These properties and pro-
cesses are expected to have an influence on erosion and on transport of pollu-
tants .

INVESTIGATIONS ON AN AGRICULTURAL WATERSHE D

Objectives :

In view of the background outlined above, three objectives wer e
selected . The first problem was to identify the factors which predominatel y
affect overland flow and, therefore, erosion . This essentially involves identi-
fication and quantification of interactions of soil properties and weather . The
second question is, once overland flow and erosion occur, how much sediment gets
into the stream . This involves elucidation of the factors and processes involv-
ing sediment transport through the hydrologic system . The third objective deal s
with applications to management practices once the factors and processes ar e
understood .
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Study Area and Procedures :

The watershed selected for major emphasis in the study is typical o f

the hill soils surrounding the Willamette Valley . It is in private ownershi p

and much of it is in annual cropping to grass seed or grain . The investigation s
are designed to fit existing and usual practices of the operator . Seedbed pre-
paration, fertilizing, seeding, and harvesting are done by the farmer and w e

have enjoyed excellent cooperation with them . Equipment for monitoring an d
sampling runoff and sediments are installed in the fall after seeding and prior

to initiation of fall or winter rains . All equipment is removed in the summe r

prior to harvest . The information obtained in this manner represents "rea l
world" situations and reflects current practices in the region .

The total watershed is approximately 260 ha in size . A nested water-

shed approach is being utilized . Gross erosion is being evaluated from measure-
ment of runoff volumes and sediment concentrations from erosions plots installe d

on different soils and topographic positions . Net erosion is obtained from flo w
volumes and sediments passing through flumes on subwatersheds and a culvert a t

the main outlet .

Other data being obtained include geomorphic maps, detailed soil maps ,

topographic maps at 5 ft . contour intervals, moisture contents as a function o f
depth by use of tensiometers and a neutron probe, depths to perched water tables
and piezometric pressures, in situ and laboratory determinations of saturated
and unsaturated hydraulic conductivities, infiltration, density of soil horizons ,

and continuous record of rainfall in 0 .01 inch increments . This information i s

intended to provide a measure of both subsurface flow (interflow) and overlan d

flow in response to soil properties and weather, including antecedent moisture .

The observed phenomena will then be related to amount of erosion and movement
of sediments through the hydrologic system .

Factors Affecting Runoff and Erosion :

Nature of Soil s

Geomorphic studies revealed discontinuities in soil profiles on th e
watershed (Glasmann, 1979) . Younger silty materials overlie paleosols develope d
on sedimentary rock . Textures of the underlying Spencer Formation and it s
associated soils range from sandy loam to clay . The overlying younger sediments
are almost uniformly silt loam . The silt cap exists up to elevations of abou t
122 m (400 ft) . Above this, the surface soils are developed from the Spence r

Formation or other local parent materials .

This presence of multilayered soils on the watershed affects erosio n
and sediment yields in two ways . Differences in hydraulic properties betwee n
the younger sediments and the more highly weathered components in lower horizon s
influence the build-up of perched water tables . As the perched water table an d
the associated "capillary fringe" approach the soil surface, runoff increases .
It will be shown later that the saturated zones tend to be greater and persis t
longer in lower slope positions than in upper slope positions . The secon d
effect is the nature of the surface materials themselves . These silty material s
do not have large cohesive forces to hold the particles together and they ten d
to have poor structure, exh i bit crusting and are susceptible to erosion .
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Effect of Soils and Landscapes Position on Gross Erosion and Runof f

The amount of erosion per unit area varies with the soil, the land-
scape position, and rainfall (Table 1) . Of particular interest are the relation -

ships between .these factors . By far, the greatest amount of erosion occurre d

with the most intense storm-during the period -December 12 to 16 . The mos t
striking aspect of the data is the difference between upper and lower slop e

positions . In all cases, the plots in lower positions exhibited greater erosio n

than plots in'upper slope positions . Slope lengths were the - same in all plot s

with borders installed so that the runoff area was constant . For watershed El ,

the slope of the lower plot was only 0 :2% greater than the upper one . For

watershed E4, the slope of the upper plot was slightly (0 .6%)greater than the

lower one . Therefore, differences in erosion cannot he accounted for by dif-
ferences in slope . There are differences in the soils on watershed El . Th e

Dupee soil of the lower-plot is less well drained than the . upper Willak-enze-

soil . However, the soil . series for the plots on watershed E4 were the same .
Clearly, the differences . in erosion relate primarily to position on the land-
scape .

Differences between soils and landsca pe position are also reflecte d
in the total volume of runoff (Table 2) . In all cases except one, the runoff
from plots in lower landscape positions was greater than that from upper land-
scape positions . For each watershed, the total runoff from the upper plot wa s
approximately 40% of that for the lower plot . This is approximately the same

order of magnitude for difference in gross erosion (Table 1) . There is one '
other aspect of the data which is of interest . Erosion and runoff roughly cor-
relate with each other, especially during the more intense storms . However, the
correlation is not always direct or complete . For the lower plot (M2) on water -
shed El, the storm of December 12-16 resulted in a sediment yield of 3,000 kg/ha .
For the storm period of December 16-January 6, the sediment yield decreased t o

640 kg/ha . The earlier storm period had higher intensities and greater tota l

rainfall . The volumes of runoff, however, for these two storm periods were o f
the same orders of magnitude . Plot E1M2 maintains a high base flow . This i s
due to the nature of the soil and the landscape position . Plot E1M2 is on the
Dupee soil which occurs near the base of'the slo pes and the drainage channels .
Water tends to surface in these topographic positions and this is reflected i n

the volumes of runoff . .

Perched Water Table s

Previous work on suitability of soils for septic tank drainfield s
demonstrated the importance of perched water tables on hill soils (Hammermeister ,
1978 ; Rahe et al ., 1978) . The data presented above suggest that perched wate r
tables on agicultural hill soils also affect erosion and runoff . The develop-
ment and occurrence' of perched water tables is illustrated by piezometric pres-
sures on subwatershed E4 during the storm period of December 12-16'(Tab)e 31 .
At the beginning of .this' storm period, water tables already existed on the hil l
slopes due to the influence of previpus rainfall . For the upper slope , position ,
the piezometric pressures were 0 for the piezometer installed at the 140 c m
depth, while they were positive for the 72 cm depth, . Therefore, the restrictiv e
layer occurs between 72 and 140 cm . The restrictive layer is closer to the sur-
face at the lower slope position and occurs between 51 and 86 cm .
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For the upper slope, the piezometric pressures in the 2 upper horizon s
fluctuate in response to rainfall . The pressures g radually increase with time
for the 72 cm depth which indicates a build-up of the perched water table . I n
the case of the lower slope positions, the piezometric pressures at the 18 an d
51 cm depths are sufficient to bring the water table to the soil surface . The
data clearly suggest the build-up of perched water tables and subsurface move-
ment of water . There is some movement down throu gh the profile plus downslop e
movement above the restrictive layer . The saturation of the profile in th e
lower slope position is due to both subsurface movement from upslope plus a
decrease in depth to the restrictive layer . These in turn result in greater run -
off and erosion from lower slope positions as previously shown .

Prior Storm Patterns and Water Discharg e

Runoff and sediment passing through flumes provides a measure of "ne t
erosion" . The occurrence and nature of the hydrographs depends not only on th e
nature of the watershed (soil and landscapes) and storm intensities, but also o n
the antecedent moisture . This also is related to saturation of the profile an d
development of perched water tables . A storm on November 23, 1977 resulted i n
23 mm of precipitation during a 5 hour period . Maximum intensities of 3 mm/1 5
minutes were observed (Figure 1) . This storm produced no runoff from one of the
subwatersheds . Yet, on this same watershed, comparable sized storms with
slightly less intensities (2mm/15min .) on December 11, 1977 and on January 5, 197 8
both resulted in runoff and transport of sediment (Fi g ures 3 and 5) .

Two relationships are of interest . Once conditions are favorable fo r
runoff, the hydrographs show a very rapid response . Precipitation, flow (Q i n
1/sec) and sediment load (G in gm/sec) closely superimpose . Once rainfall de -
creases or stops, the flow quickly drops off . The advent of another shower show s
an almost instantaneous response in flow . The other relationship involves th e
prior storm patterns and their effect on saturation of the profile and develop-
ment of perched water tables . For the storm on November 23 when no runof f
occurred, the amount of perching was low (Figure 2) . For the later storms o n
December 11 and January 5, the levels of perched water tables were at or nea r
the surface (Figures 4 and 6) . This is especially true for the lower topographi c
positions . These data illustrate the nature of the soil-weather interaction s
which are important to this region. The effect of antecedent moisture on runof f
and erosion is one of the major differences between the high winter rainfall zon e
of the Pacific Northwest and the Midwest which is characterized by summer con-
vective storms .

Changes with Time

The behavior of the watershed changes with time during the rainfal l
season . Whereas the early runoff events tend to coincide with saturation o f
the profile, runoff in later storms may occur when saturated zones are not a t
the surface . The 0 .4 ha watershed exhibited runoff during the storm o f
January 5 even though the perched water tables were not at the surface (Figures
7 and 8) . This may be compared to the 1 .4 ha watershed in this same dat a
(Figures 5 and 6) . It is possible that in the 0 .4 ha watershed the "capillary
fringe" was close to the surface in the lower landscape position . However, i t
was observed during the storo that some runoff was occuring on all parts of thi s
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watershed . This, along with observations on the nature'of the soil surface ,
suggests the increasing importance of compaction and crusting as the season

progresses .

-

	

As the soil settles and aggregates are dispersed by raindrop impact ,
infiltration may become a limiting factor . Consequently, infiltration studie s
are being made . during'the current (1978-79) winter season . The preliminary
data indicate that, indeed infiltration does increase with time , (Figure 9)o n
these soils . Water from the infiltroaneter was added at a fai .rly high rate o f
about 7 .2 cm/hr . This is in excess of the storm intensities normally observe d
in this area . For the test on October 18, the soil accepted the added wate r
at the rate applied for 18 minutes . Although there was a slight decrease in th e
rate of infiltration after that time, continued infiltration was still high .
For tests in November and December, the rates of infiltration were lower tha n
previously . This was manifested in the amount of time before infiltration -
started to drop as'well as the decreasing rate of infiltration .

Present Concepts of the Erosion Proces s

Agricultural watersheds on the foothills surrounding the Willamett e
Valley are dynamic ; their behavior changes with time . Following cultivation .
and seeding in the fall, the surface soils are well structured, porous an d

. friable . Infiltration capacity . is not limiting . There is a strong effect o f
antecedent moisture . The effect of early sotrms is in saturation of the pro -

• file . Initiation of runoff tends to coincide with development'of perched wate r
tables where the "capillary fringe" is at or near the surface .

There is a significant amount of lateral downslope subsurface flow .
This water tends to surface in lower landscape positions . Runoff and erosion
are greater in toeslope'positions than in upper topographic positions . As the
winter season progresses, the more intense storms tend to settle the soil an d
disperse the aggregates due to-raindrop impact . The increase in compaction an d
crusting result in a . decrease in infiltration . Thus infiltration becomes in=
creasingly important as the season progresses .

Implications to Management :

We are well along to understanding some of'. the factors which influenc e
erosion and sediment transport under our regional soil-weather conditions . Be-
cause of differences in weather patterns from one year to the next, we nee d
additional data which will permit us to separate the effects of average fro m
unusually large storm events . In the meantime, our research suggests a numbe r
of alternatives in management practices which need to be evaluated . Thes e
include :

1. Tiling to reduce the influence of perched water tables on runoff
and erosion . Consider tiling from the standpoint of water qualit y
rather than just an effect on crop production .

2. Buffer strips to act as sediment traps .

3. Grass waterways .
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4. Drop structures in stream channels .

5. Sediment basins in streams or at the end of drainage channels .

By integrating our information on the nature of soils and landscap e
positions with work done elsewhere, the effects of the last four can be reason -
ably anticipated . The first alternative on tiling is more distinctive for ou r
regional soil-weather conditions and should receive priority for future research .

RELATION . OF PERCHED WATER TABLES TO OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEM S

There are some common denominators , between erosion, movement of . pol-
lutants from septic tank drainfields, and processes of mass movement on unstabl e
landscapes . In all three cases, we are dealin g with interactions of profil e
morphology and weather with respect to perched water tables and subsurface flow
of water .

Recent studies on suitability of soils for installation of septi c
tank drainfields have demonstrated by the improtance of subsurface flo w
(Hammermeister, 1978 ; Rahe et al ., 1978) . The com!'ination of restrictive layer s
in the soil profile and a high winter rainfall season results in the developmen t
of perched water tables . When the moisture content increases to the point where
water enters the large pores and cracks, downslope movement becomes very rapid . '
Rates in excess of 15 meters/hr have been measured using tracer-salts an d
"tagged" coliform organisms . This water and any pollutants which it carries
tend to surface in downslope positions .

The central portion of the Western Cascades in Oregon is characterize d
by landscape instability . Large slumps and earth flows are common, especially

	

'
in a zone near the contact between the Little Butte Volcanic Series and th e
Sardine Formation . Examination of a large number of sites revealed common fac-
tors associated with mass movement (Taskey et al ._ 1979) . Deposits of weathere d
basaltic colluvium and volcanic ash overlie highly weathered montmorillonite-
rich tuffs and breccias . The montmorillonite layer is highly cohesive and sup -
ports a perched water table . Amorphous gels and hydrated halloysite exist abov e
the montmorillonite and their presence helps to maintain saturated condition s
due to their high water holding capacities . The amorphous gels and hydrate d
halloysite tend to release water upon disturbance and are associated with flow-
age-type failures .

In all three of the environmental problems involving non-point source s
of pollution, perched water tables and subsurface flow of water are very impor-
tant . These situations exist because of the interrelationships of soil proper -
ties and weather in our climatic zone . It is easy to appreciate the importanc e
of soil morphology and soil physics to environmental problems .
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' Table 3 . Maximum piezometric pressure (cm) of perched water tables in relatio n
to landscape position and rainfall for subwatershed E4 .

	

- .

Date Rainfall Depth of piezometer s
Upperslope Lowerslope

17 48 72 140 18 51 8 6

Dec .

	

11 . 34 9 .5 37 .0 52 .0 0 18 .0 53 .0 0

Dec .

	

12 9 8 .0 35 .0 52 .5 0 18 .6 51 .5 0

Dec .

	

13 44

	

' 11 .0 39 .5 57 .0 0 18 .0 54 . 0

Dec .

	

14 16 10 .5 38 .5 58 .1 0 18 .5 53 .5 2 . 4

Dec .

	

15 59 11 .5 3 .8 .5 61 .0 0 18 .5 54 .0 3 . 5

Dec .

	

16 11 10 .5 37 .5 61 .0 0 17 .5 53 .5 5 .0
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Figure 1 . Rainfall at the Elkins Road watershed on November 23, 1977 .
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Figure 2 . Status of perched water tables for the 1 .4 ha watershed o n
November 23, 1977 .
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Figure 3 . Hydrogr_aphs for 1 .4 ha watershed in relation to rainfall fo r
the storm on December 11, 1977 .
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Figure 4 . Status of perched water tables for 1 .4 ha- 'watershed on
December 11, 1977 .
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Figure 5 . •Hydrograph for 1 .4 ha watershed in relation to rainfall for th e
storm on January 5, 1978 .
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Figure 6 . .Status' of perched water tables for 1 .4 ha' watershed on
January 5, 1978 .
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Figure 7 . Hydrograph for 0 .4 ha watershed in relation to rainfall for th e
storm on January 5, 1978 .
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Presented October 26, 1978 by MARVIN N . SHEARER, Department of Agricultura l
Engineering, Oregon State University .

'jouazds 2/tcte $j/flele/ct Te9aecut

'Today's presentation is organized as a response to five questions :

(1) What are we really talking about when we talk about efficien t
irrigation? '

(2) ' What is the effect of irrigation efficiency ' on the water supplies ?

(3) Why should we be concerned about irrigation efficiency ?

(4) •What has'Oregon State University been doing about it ?

(5) What are our pressing problems ?

By definition, irrigation efficiency is the ratio of the average -
depth of water applied to a field and stored, to the average depth of wate r
applied multiplied by 100 .

When water is applied to a field, four things can happen to it :

(1) It .can be stored in the soil for crop use ;

(2) It can be evaporated before it enters the soil ;

(3) It can run off the surface of the field so that it never enter s
.

	

the soil ;

(4) It can be lost to deep percolation by penetrating into the soi l
further than the root system of the crop being grown .

Let's look at the three "losses :" evaporation, runoff, and percolation, i•ndivid- '

ually .•
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EVAPORATIO N

Two general classifications of irrigation methods are surface method s
and sprinkler methods . Very little water is lost by evaporation with surface
irrigation as there is little water surface in contact with the atmosphere out -
side the cropped area . On the other hand, with sprinkler systems, small droplets
are sprayed through the atmosphere and evaporation may range from 0-35 percen t
of the water leaving the sprinkler nozzle . Usually, however, evaporation losse s
are about 10-15 percent for medium sized sprinklers . Many researchers feel tha t
evaporation should not be treated entirely as a loss because it reduces crop con-
sumptive use in the area that the evaporation occurs .

RUN-OF F

No water should be lost as runoff from sprinkler irrigation . Occasion-
ally, however, we find that some will run off the surface of the land when sprin -
kler systems have been disigned to apply water faster than it can be absorbed b y
the soil . Surface irrigation systems, however, may have considerable runoff
depending upon the management practices of the farmer, the system used, and th e
topography of the land which he is operating . Runoff from surface systems may
vary from 0 to 80 percent .

In general, surface runoff can be limited to about 20 percent and wit h
the addition of pumpback systems it can be reduced to zero . The larger runoff
values are usually found in the high elevation wild meadow areas which receiv e
only one irrigation per year and where production is limited by climate . Littl e
expense can be justified for improving irrigation systems under those conditions .

But on the more productive farms, runoff water is reused many time s
before it finally leaves the farm boundary . It is picked up in ditches at lowe r
elevations . The runoff or tailwater from these fields is picked up and applie d
to still lower fields, and in turn the tailwater from these fields is reapplie d
to yet lower fields, and so on through the farm .

If fields at the lowest elevations have pumpback systems they ca n
return any remaining tailwater to the first ditch for reuse and no tailwater wil l
leave the farm . This reuse pattern has been followed by many progressive farmer s
for many years .

This same use pattern occurs on irrigation projects and throughou t
river basins . The September-October 1978 issue of "Water Research . in Action "
makes this observation : " High on-farm or conveyan e efficiencies-may not alway s
be a desirable objective . Efficient use of return flows and .geound water contri-
butions may result in better use of total water supply with less expenditure o f
other resources ." In many river basin systems, inefficient individual and projec t
irrigation systems are required if there is to be adequate water at lower point s
within the basin .

PERCOLATION

Percolation losses are affected largely by irrigation management prac-
tices . However, they are also affected by design of irrigation systems . Surface
systems with excessively long runs have greater percolation losses than system s
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with runs of correct length . But, percolation losses from both surface an d
sprinkler systems are affected by the inability of the irrigator to uniformly
place into the soil the exact amount of water lost through crop use since th e
last irrigation .

	

.

This loss generally ranges from 0-20 percent . The more uniforml y
the water is applied, the lower the loss . If a grower has a crop which can with- '
stand deficit irrigation with only minor effect on production, percolation losse s
can'be almost eliminated .

These three losses are frequently referred to by writers in popula r
magazines as wasted water, and contrary to public goals . The term "water loss "
is really a misnomer, as both percolating and runoff water eventally finds it s
way back to streams or is stored as ground water where it can be re-used . I t
is not lost . The only real water loss that . occurs during irrigation is due t o
evaporation which, as indicated previously, some researchers argue is not a loss .

If irrigation efficiency is a desirable goal, there must be some othe r
reason for it than just to save water . If our primary goal is to save water fo r
use during low flow periods to control minimum flows, we can have much more im-
pact in achieving this goal through the construction of storage dams which ca n
release water and supplement the flow during the dry season . There are many
groups at this time, however, who are opposed to reservoir construction for var-
ious reasons, but if saving water is their objective, they must go to a reservoi r
construction to achieve it .

An example of how effective this can be is seen in Orego n ' s Willamette
Valley . There are approximately 27 million acre feet of water flowing down th e
Willamette River annuallly . Of this amount, roughly 2 million acre feet can b e
stored in flood control reservoirs . The rest flows to the ocean . Slightly les s
than 25 percent of the minimum flow at Salem during the summer low flow perio d
can be maintained by natural flow .. The remainder comes from reservoir releases .

Then, why be concerned about irrigation efficiency? There are five .
principal reasons .

(1) Low irrigation efficiency often leads to degradation of wate r
quality .

(2) Low irrigation efficiency often leads to non-crop evapotranspira-
tion which is unavailable for other use .

(3) High irrigation efficiency results in better yields and produc t
quality .

(4) High irrigation efficiency can reduce water delivery costs per
unit of product produced .

(5) High irrigation efficiency. results irrmbre production per uni t
of water applied .

	

, "
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What Oregon State University has been doing :

Since irrigation first started in Oregon, the University has been
developing information regarding the requirements and use of water on Orego n
farm lands . These studies have taken a wide variety of directions and are gen-
erally reported in Station bulletins or other research papers . Support for thi s
research at some time or other has come from nearly every department and Branc h
Experiment Station in Oregon State University's School of Agriculture . The follow-
ing are a few of the general subjects studied :

(1) Crop production under irrigation agriculture .

a) Crop respons e

b) Crop us e

c) Plant population level s

d) Fertilizer requirement s

e) Irrigation scheduling

f) Labor requirement s

(2) Surface Irrigatio n

a) System design specification s

b) Salinity and alkalinity contro l

c) Methods of water contro l

d) Factors affecting irrigation efficienc y

(3) Sprinkler Irrigation

a) System design specification s

b) Sprinkler distribution pattern s

c) Requirements for frost contro l

d) Soil intake rate s

e) Economic studie s

f) Requirements for temperature contro l

g) Chemical applications through system s

(4) Drip Irrigatio n

a) System design specification s
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b) Emitter pluggin g

c) Filtration technique s

d) Irrigation scheduling technique s

PURSUING PROBLEM S

Two national goals directly related to irrigation efficiency researc h
are clean water and energy conservation . Of particular interest is the fac t
that these two goals are in direct conflict with one another . Specifically ,
efforts to insure clean water in streams requires additional energy inputs, and
conversely, efforts to reduce energy requirements in most cases results in prac-
tices which have a degradation effect on water quality . The problem is t o
place values on the trade offs between .clean water and energy conservation .

The Agricultural Engineering Department at Oregon State University i s
currently studying energy .and'water consumption for irrigation in the Northwest .
This study has determined the energy, water, and labor requirements for irriga-
ted agriculture in the Pacific Northwest states of Idaho, Oregon and Washingto n
for the year 1975 . It is now using alternative scenarios to determine energy ,
water and labor requirements associated'with irrigated crops as they might exis t
in the years 1985 and 2000 for the three states .

'Another program just initiated is concerned with evaluating pumpin g
plant-efficiencies and identifying opportunities for energy savings . Many pump-
ing plants have become worn during their many years of operations and need adjust-
ments . Corrective measures, when needed, can usually . be made at moderate cost .

Still another study is concerned with the application of low energy -
closed-type irrigation systems . Here we are looking specifically at opportunitie s
for use of drip irrigation systems in Oregon .

Research results by themselves, however, do'not insure acceptance o r
adoption of practices by people who can benefit from them . Taking research find-
ings to the public is the responsibility of Oregon State University .Extension
Service . Faculty members of Oregon State University are located in all 36 count-
ies of the State where they conduct informal educational programs using .publica-
tions, workshops, demonstrations, applied research, individual consultation, mas s
media, tours and other educational activities .

SUMMARY

At the-start of this discussion we were concerned with irrigatio n
efficiency and we asked the question, "Why .should we be concerned about it? " We
soon found that many of the popular reasons for looking at irrigation efficienc y
have questionable validity . But we also saw that maximizing irrigation efficienc y
can provide significant benefits to both the irrigation farmer and the public a t
large . In a broad sense they can be classified under headings of clean water ,
energy conservation and more profitable agriculture . It is towards achieving
these goals that research and educational activities are directed through the
Agricultural Experiment Station and the Cooperative Extension -Service of Orego n
State University .
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Presented November 9, 1978 by THOMAS C . HOGG, Chairman, Department o f
Anthropology, Oregon State University .

OS€ Social Rettea0ic‘
Warm Redeenced

I. Introductio n

People directly involved in planning or managing water resourc e
development have for years questioned the value and pertinence of social re -
search as it relates to the water resources field . So, too, has the genera l
public . The reasons are many and varied--some are justified, some aren't .

Social research often is not considered necessary because of a
general lack of awareness of what it represents, the kinds of explanation s
it offers, or is capable of offering, and the possible improvements it migh t
provide . Water resource development projects generally are conceived a s
being proper and beneficial--providing relief from the ravages of floods an d
the like, increasing economic production, and adding new jobs in the market .
Social research appears to do none of these things . Instead, for many people ,
it appears to be an unnecessary "tag on" that all too often does nothing mor e
than criticize the development to which it owes its existence .

Then, too, the language of the social sciences is erudite . Expres-
sions normally are verbose or out of ordinary usage and findings commonly ar e
thought to be nothing more than the obvious . The combination of all thes e
factors customarily leads to the conclusion that social research, whether i n
relation to water projects or slum renewal, is either impertinent, wasteful ,
or disruptive to progress .

II. The National Context for Social Research in the Water Resources Fiel d

Recent years have brought more credibility to social research espe-
cially in the water resource field . This has come in part out of an increase d
public awareness that matters of life quality and social well-being are signifi-
cant factors in any inquiry on development . The humanitarian interests of th e
late 1960's and the environmental movement of the late 1960's and early 1970' s
heightened public concern for planning for people and attempting to improv e
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their quality of life and social well-being . Legislation of the 1960's an d
1970's followed suit and required public agencies to adopt research programs
to evaluate the "overall" effects of their developmental programs, including :
the social parameters of such development .

Shortly after the passage of the National Environmental Protectio n
Act, different federal agencies each developed separate guidelines for socia l
research, and social impact assessment lacked direction . Most important i n
attempting to correct this problem was the Water Resource Council's "Principles
and Standards" (volume 38, no . 174 of the Federal Register, 1973) . This document
attempted to unify objectives of all federal agencies, especially with regard' ,
to assessing project impacts on the quality of life and social well-being o f
related population .

Solomon identifies over 50 different methodologies for social impac t
assessment that have hit the literature since 1964 . No one approach is generally
accepted, but a number of those available could substantially improve assessments
(Solomon et al 1977) .

Outside of the required social assessments just mentioned, socia l
research in the past five years has diminished in the water resource field . The
economic crunch and inflation associated with the energy crisis since the earl y
1970's has again fixated people on jobs and income levels . Social research on
water problems, especially basis research, correspondingly has taken on a bac k
seat role, with many of the same old questions being raised as to its pertinenc e
and justification .

III . Water Related Social Research at OS U

It is precisely in this context that social research in the wate r
related field has developed at Oregon State University . The collective result s
of research are disjunctive and lack integration . Basic research seems to be a
thing of the past ; applied work has taken precedence, with customary sources o f
basic support virtually drying up because priorities have changed .

Little in the way of any social research was accomplished at OS U
prior to 1963, except for work in economics, especially agricultural economics .
Some of the very first social research at the University was in the wate r
resources field, however .

In 1965, the Agricultural Experiment Stateion embarked on a limite d
experimental program that expanded through 1967 and received extramural fundin g
through the Office of Water Resources Research

	

(OWRR) and the Water Resource s
Research Institute at OSU (1968-72) . This activity stimulated a number o f
other investigations from diverse fields such as geography, political science ,
anthropology, business, and sociology and provided a new base of expertise . amon g
certain members of the faculty of the then School of Humanities and Socia l
Sciences . The Water Resources Research Institute itself sponsored small programs
in geography and political science during this period . The geography progra m
received additional extramural funding in 1970 .

It appeared for a while that social research at OSU in the water re -
sources field would catch fire . For a time it appeared OSU would become the
center ; it was a pioneer . I' did catch fire, but a different variety than
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people expected . The chief traditional source of extramural funds, the Offic e
of Water Resources Research (OWRR), changed more than its name when it becam e
the Office of Water Research and Technology (OWRT) . Clearly its priorities o n
social research changed after 1972--at least as far as successful OSU proposal s
were concerned . The guidelines for allocation of local allotment program fund s
through the Water Resources Research Institute also were affected, especially i n
regard to its support for social research projects .

The interests of social researchers at OSU have been widely divergen t
and polydisciplinary ; disciplinary jealousies and competition for the scarc e
federal dollar are partially at fault . The recent low priority for basic socia l
research has not brought about the incentive or directive for its integration .
Thus, we haven't been trying to solve a problem . Rather we have paid littl e
attention to one another except in attempting to beat one another to the extra -
mural funding trough .

Social research at OSU can be distinguished according to disciplines ,
agency supports or pertinence, and directness of function toward the wate r
resources field . I shall discuss only the first two, since projects with in -
direct or multiple functions constitute a very long list .

From January, 1966 through December 1977, social science projects ,
excluding economics, have accounted for nearly one-fifth (21 .2%) of the Title I
funds ($755,000) and one-sixth of the total derived by OSU from OWRR/OWRT . Titl e
II (non-matching) funds from OWRT have been a very different story and reflec t
the recency of priority changes . Under Title II, no OSU social research ha s
been funded, while nearly a quarter of a million dollars was received by investi-
gators in OSU engineering and science departments between March of 1973 an d
October 1976 . During the period 1965-1977, less than two percent (1 .79%-$18,000 )
of the Institute's allotment funds were used in support of social research .
Nearly 7% ($72,000) of the allotment funds supported projects by the Law Schoo l
staff at the University of Oregon .

Since 1971 and again, through December 1977, only 3 .4% of the Title I
(matching grant) funds obtained by OSU from OWRR/OWRT were for projects in th e
social sciences . This is not for want of proposals . One project, that o f
Dr . Keith Muckleston in Geography, was funded during the period . As previousl y
mentioned, no social research was supported under Title II which recently gav e
way to emphasis on desalination research . The Institute's allotment suppor t
for social research during the period of 1971-1977 increased slightly with jus t
under 3% ($15,880) being devoted to such projects and 2-1/4% going to th e
University of Oregon Law School .

The results of these figures alone indicate that sources of suppor t
in the late 1960's and early 1970's have run dry . The local Institute cannot
sustain social research impetus . Even less integration is occurring and research
is becoming more oriented to applied dimensions . Some investigators have shifte d
their foci entirely ; others are working in the social impact assessment field ,
and on problems increasingly defined by agencies . Today researchers mos t
frequently respond to requests for proposals rather than propose their own basi c
research interests . Perhaps you can say that presently basic social research
funding is akin to the availability of free water in the Colorado Basin . There
just ain't no free good anymore .
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An examination of OSU social research projects through time is '
further revealing .

Chronology on Social Research in Water Resource Field at OS U

Dates Investigators Field Topic Funding Source

7/68-6/70 Hogg Anth Soc . " Impact Analysis 43500 OWRR '

7/69-6/72 Park et al Bus Anth Decision-Making 63300 OWRR

7/70 Klingeman Interdisc .

	

Silvies Environmental 5000 COE

7/70-7/71 Muckleston Geog Probs and Issues
Implementation of Fe d
Water Project Recr .
Act in NW

3000

	

. Allo t

7/70-6/72 Smith/Hogg Anth S-C Systems 40200 OWRR- I

7/71-6/72 Muckleston Geog Flooding in Or 2000 Allo t

7/71-6/72 Muckleston Geog 13000 OWRR

1972-73 Bella/Klingeman Interdisc.

	

Estuarine Plan 38500 COE/PNWRBC -

6/74-5/75 Frenkel/Pfister Geog Rogue Carrying Cap . 7000 State

7/74-6/76 Doubleday PolSci Political . State-Loca l
Policy Analysis 12800

	

' Allot

3/75-6/75 Hogg/Honey Anth Environ and Attitude

on Willamette Greenway 1000 Allot

7/75-6/76 Hogg/Honey 'Anth Days Creek Impact 21900 COE

	

'

4/76 Frenkel Geog Pleasure Boat 30Q State

8/76-9/77 Muckleston Geog Rogue Motor Boat 7500 State

10/77-1/80 Hogg/Honey Anth Liberty Lake Impact
Assess

82Q00 EPA

This project list shows an early concern with basic problems of social
change, policy analysis, and environmental analysis and planning ; projects carry
through with water organizations - and interactions, policy analysis and environ-
mental planning through 1974 . Then they shift to attitudinal studies and impac t
assessments of particular programs and activities . They reflect the availability .
of funding sources and indicate a diversity over time . Few (3) interdepartmenta l

projects involving social scientists have existed at 0SU over the past decad e
"(WRRI, 1977) .
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These projects really don't reveal much systematic integration excep t
by chance, the temper of the times, and the research interests of agencies a s
funding sources . By chance the "system" has been complex but none too adaptive .
Perhaps this is inevitable at the onset of a new development but the OSU cas e
appears to have been more integrated at its beginnings .

As a result of OWRT's apparent lack of interest in supporting basi c
social research in recent years, investigators at OSU have sought support fro m
other agencies for new interests . Today contracts for research are more
frequent than grants . More applied work now is being conducted than eve r
before . It is being done on special problems faced by contracting agencies a s
they define the scope of work to be accomplished . Basic, theoretically oriented
work rarely is being funded (or proposed) . Research at OSU is more diversifie d
than ever before, with the possible exception of social impact assessment pro-
jects . This latter field, as mentioned in the introductory remarks, is under-
going rapid unification as the guidelines for scope of work are implemente d
more uniformly by agencies .

IV. Results

There can be little question that social research in the wate r
resources field at OSU has influenced decision-making concerning water resourc e
policy and planning . Several investigators in the field have been cited fo r
their leadership roles in methodology development and applications of results .
More growth is shown within disciplines than between them . The hoped fo r
interdisciplinary projects between the social sciences have not emerged . Inter -
disciplinary work that has been accomplished normally involves a team of ,•o -

searchers, one of whom is a social scientist .

V. Directions for Future Social Research in the Water Resources Fiel d

Social Impact Assessment clearly is a chief source of funding fo r
social research and it looks as though it will continue to be . OSU social
researchers appear to be included in this trend . Important components of tha t
effort are longitudinGlly oriented monitoring studies which provide precis e
projective techniques or impact analyses . Impact assessments are of two kinds- -
basic empirical studies and projective studies . Metiodologies must be refine d
to the benefit of social theory and social sciences generally .

As Solomon et al

	

(1977) point out, studies must achieve (1) grea t
responsiveness to Principles and Standards, (2) greater comprehensiveness t o
all kinds of impacts, (3) greater ability to incorporate new variables an d
techniques, (4) sufficient flexibility to be app .icablf to various magnitude s
and locales of development, (5) greater objectivity in use of either quantitativ e
or non-quantitative data, (6) greater time-cost efficiency, and (7) the abilit y
to be replicated by other researchers using the same methods in the field on th e
same setting . In addition, Wolfe (1978) points out that these studies mus t
possess the dimension of project monitoring in order to ever attain the require d
sophistication demanded .
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I personally hope to see a greater balance between basic and applie d
social research in the water resources field . It would be a travesty to the
usefulness (both present and future) of social research to see it devoted onl y
to social impact assessment, despite its importance . I would call for both thi s
Institute and the Office of Water Research and Technology in the Department o f
'Interior, as well as the Oregon State Water Resources Board, to examine thei r
priorities and attempt to insure that social research is represented in a balanc e
between contributive basic and applied (problems-solution) projects .
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Presented November 16, 1978 by C : . DAVID MCINTItE, Department of Botany, Orego n

State University .
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Ecosystem Modelin g

The development of conceptual and more formal mathematical models o f
ecological systems at the ecosystem level of organization presents some uniqu e
problems, many of which, are yet to be solved in a way acceptable to both fiel d

ecologists and modelers . Systems analysis in ecology from a rigorous perspectiv e
involves the translation of physical and biological concepts into mathew`ica l
form and the manipulation of the mathematical system thus derived . The prih ' " 1

tool of the systems analyst is the model, which in a broad sense is simply a
statement of relationships .

In its most formal, mathematical form, a . model consists of variables ,
functional relationships, inputs, and parameters . Interaction equations express
the relationships between variables in the system, and the inputs are introduce d,

by expressions called forcing functions . Parameters are constants in the inter -
action equations and forcing functions that must be estimated from experimenta l

or observational data ets . Goals of model building usually include both descrip-
tion and prediction .

The ecosystem model is always an imperfect simplification and abstractio n

of the real-world system of interest . The model never includes everything that i s
present in the real system . Herein lies the difficulty .of reconciling the differ-
ences between the modelers and the data collectors . Although modern-day electroni c

computing machines provide the .scientist with an 1wesoh? capacity for number crunch-
ing, the field ecologist is often surprised to discover how quickly this capacit y

is approached when the complexities of entire ecosystems are represented in mathe-
matical form. In fact, preoccupation with too much detail is the bane of th e

ecosystem modeler's struggle for a meaningful identification and representatio n

of the system variables .

	

-

A mechanistic model consisting of variables partitioned by taxonomi c

position is often unsatisfactory, particularly if dynamics revolve around energ y

flow in the system . A more reasonable approach in some instances is to pictur e
an ecosystem' as a nested, hierarchial system of biotic and abiotic processe s
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hooked together by the relevant coupling variables . This approach has been use d
to model lotic (flowing-water) ecosystems by McIntire et al . (1975) and McIntire
and Colby (1978) .

Some model properties of particular interest are feedback and control ,
stability, and sensitivity, all of which are investigated by introducing pertur-
bations to parameters and system inputs . Furthermore, an investigation of mode l
properties often leads to changes in model form, and the procedure tends to b e
iterative, while presumably increasing the understanding of the correspondin g
real-world system . Some of the more interesting insights into the real-worl d
system have been obtained when the model fails to give the anticipated behavio r
or when the structure breaks down and no longer provides an adequate representation .
In some respects, nothing suceeds like failure! Bizarre model behavior is an ex-
plicit monument to ignorance that is often hard to rationalize without futhe r
scientific inquiry .

Approaches to ecosystem modeling have varied from the development o f
very large complex models with many state variables and parameters to relativel y
simple models that attempt to represent coarse resolution dynamics . A good exampl e
of the variety of approaches of ecosystem modeling is available in a recent volum e
which describes the various modeling projects associated with the U .S . Internationa l
Biological Program (Patten, 1975) . W . S . Overton (1975) has developed an especiall y
good approach for ecosystem modeling in the Coniferous Forest Biome (I .B .P .) .

This approach conceptualizes ecosystems as hierarchically modula r
systems and involves the construction of systems and subsystems, each of which ca n
be studied in isolation as long as the coupling structure is identified and it s
integrity maintained . These concepts have been incorporated by Overton (1972) an d
White and Overton (1974) into a general ecosystem paradigm called FLEX, based o n
the general systems theory of Klir, (1969) .

The FLEX paradigm is implemented at Oregon State University by the pro -
gram FLEX2, a general model processor that accommodates both the holistic (FLE X
mode) and the mechanistic (REFLEX mode) representations . The principal advantage s
of Overton's approach is that it allows the investigation of ecological system s
at different levels of organization and provides a way to examine the behavior o f
subsystems in isolation within the structural framework of larger, more comple x
systems of which they are an integral part .

Ecosystem Processes and Process Capacity

On a basis of the level of biological organization, studies of flowin g
water ecosystems can be divided into five approaches : (1) investigations o f
populations and population interactions ; (2) trophic level summation (Lindeman ,
1941, 1942) ; (3) paraspecies summation, the functional group approach (Baling ,
et al ., 1975) ; (4) process aggregation : quasi-organism viewpoint (McIntire, et al . ,

1975) ; and (5) process aggregation : process capacity viewpoint (McIntire and Colby ,
1978) .

Approaches (2) and (3) involve the classification of taxonomic entitie s
into groups of organisms considered to be similar to each other, usually with re -

' spect to trophic functions . Therefore, the dynamics of a trophic level of para-
species is treated analytically (and conceptually) as a summation of activitie s
associated with the constituent taxa of each functional group . In other words ,
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the whole is treated as a sum of the parts . The paraspecies approach provide s
a refinement which allows a multistage representation of life history phenomena

within a structure that can always be mapped into . a trophic response .

Here, we are concerned primarily with process aggregation, approache s
(4) and (5), as they represent theoretical concepts upon which a stream ecosystem
model is based . This model is described in a later section .

Theoretically, an ecosystem can be conceptualized as a hierarchical
system of biological processes . For our purpose, a process is a systematic serie s
of actions relevant to the dynamics of the system as it is modeled . Any proces s
can be decomposed into a system of coupled subprocesses if project objective s
justify the examination of system dynamics at a finer level of resolution . Alter-
natively, a process also can be considered as acomponent of some supraprocess, the
behavior of which. can be investigated either holistically or mechanistically, At
each particular level of resolution,, the details of each process can be elaborate d
in terms of the corresponding variables, functions, and parameters .

In large ecosystem studies, there is some ciuestig n . as to just what stat e
variables associated with. . each process of interest should repr.esent . This diffi-
culty, the . so-called "aggregation problem", was recognized by Overton (19771 . I n
an early version of a stream ecosystem model, McIntire et al ., (1- .75) selected
state variables on the basis: of the various functional activities of organism s
recognized by current concepts of energy transfer in lotic ecosystems . Thi s
approach -- here, referred to as the quasi-organism viewpoint -- designates each .
state variable as the biomass at any instant of time involved in a particular '
process .

This convention ignores taxonomic position and is therefore differen t
from paraspecies summation which combines taxonomic entities into ecologicall y
similar groups . I.t is important to emphasiz e . that the individual taxonomic entities
are not missing from a process model . Rather, .they are simply swept up into a
higher level of aggregation to the degree that some of their detailed terminolog y
is no . longer appropriate .

An analogous aggregation problem has generated controversy relative to '
connecting linkages between Forrester•s World System Model and human values (Laszlo ,
1973) . Nevertheless, process aggregation in ecology avoids troublesome problem s
of dealing conceptually with large numbers of taxa individually and with individua l
organisms involved in more than one process . Hotever, process modeling can create ,
serious practical problems of parameter estimation, particularly when field data
correspond to dynamics at the population level of organization .

Unfortunately, field measurements of process rates in ecosystems ar e
lacking, although measurements of primary production (e .g ., Odum and Hoskin, 1958) 1

and leaf pack studies that examine the shredding capacity in streams (e .g ., Sedel l
et al ., 1975) are notable exceptions . The paucity of field methods available fo r
process studies is related to the relatively slow development of a corresponding .
conceptual framework or context within . Match investigators can base their observa-
tions .

A refinement of the quasi-organism viewpoint is to regard each stat e
variable as the capacity to , perform the corresponding process . For example, i f
the species composition of organisms involved in the process of grazing change s
seasonally, the rate of food consumption per gram of biomass could exhibi t
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corresponding changes . To account for such qualitative changes in biomass, we ca n
consider the state variable as the capacity for grazing which is some function o f
biomass and other properties of the community that change with community compositio n
(i .e ., the genetic information in the system) .

Relative to process potential, a . unit of capacity is time invariant ,
while a unit of biomass can vary over physiological, ecological, or evolutionar y
time . Therefore, the concept of capacity provides a theoretical basis for repre-
senting both qualitative and quantitative changes within each process in an eco-
system model . Problems of estimation and corresponding field methods associate d
with the capacity viewpoint of process aggregation are virtually unexplored i n
ecosystem research, and may, in fact, prove to be insurmountable barriers to the
practical application of the theory .

Notwithstanding certain practical difficulti;es, the theory provides .
strong just.ificat.ion for monitoring community structure in- some way during con-
current measurements of selected ecosystem processes .

During the development of the stream model, emphasis was placed o n
responses of the processes of primary production (periphyton dynamica), grazing ,
shredding, collecting-, predation, and detrital conditioning to inputs of energy ,
namely light and allochthonous detritus . State variables were conceptualized a s
biomasses associated with these processes (process aggregation : quasi-organis m
viewpoint) .

However, we were often forced to rely on . data associated' with the popu-
lation level of organization for the estimation of many model : parameters, and som e
of these values simply represent means for sAo-called functional groups of taxonomi c
entities . Therefore,. model parameters are ' v.i.ewed as. tentative, a.nd may be re-
estimated as new. field methods provide data more compatible with higher levels of
aggregation . Hopefully, the concept of process aggregation will' stimulate th e
development of such methods ..

Some Useful Variable s

The theory of consumer process dynamics in ecosystems .. can be examined

relative to (1) the potential to expand process capacity ; (Z) process production ;
(3) the realized growth of process capacity ;. and (4) process. regulation . In the

discussion below,,. process capacity is stressed,, but the concepts obvious=ly apply to
process biomass if the . qualitative component, of capacity fs i:ggnared.

The potential' to expand process_ capacity at time k. is given by

o (k)

	

S(k)

	

[:aDCk)'k

	

C(ir)].

where

S(k) ° = the state variable' va .l.ue

	

at time. k, .

	

the process- capacity
or biomass if quality' fs i=gnared ;

D(k) = the process demand at. time k: ; ..

C(k) = the cost of process'i•ng at time . k. ; .. and' .

a

	

= an efficiency parameter .
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Process demand (D) is the rate of consumption of resources by the process (i .e . ,
the process rate) if resources are in unlimited supply . The cost of processing
(C) is the metabolic loss of energy during processing . The efficiency parameter
(a) expresses the proportion of resource intake that is incorporated into process
capacity and may, in fact, be a function of certain physical and biological con
trol variables . The variable go is the potential to expand process capacity per
unit capacity in the absence of resource limitation and negative effects from '
other processes . Therefore, go is_ theoretically unaffected by density-dependen t
factors and is a function of density-independent factors (e .g ., temperature) .
Obviously go goes to some maximum, say gomax, as density-independent factors
become optimal . If the state variable is expressed as capacity rather than bi o

. mass, go is a constant for each consumer process .

Process production for consumer processes is defined as the net elabora-
tion of process capacity regardless of the fate of that capacity during the perio d
under consideration . In other words, process production is analogous to the con-
cept of secondary production (Ricker, 1958) . The rate of process production i s
derived from the expressio n

g 1 (k) =	 S(k)	 (aR(k) - D(k)]

	

A,

	

( 2 )

where R(k) is the realized process rate at time k, i .e ., the actual rate at which
resources are consumed by the process . The process production rate at time k i s
therefore aR(k) - C(k) or g1(k)S(k) . Moreover, while go is a specific growt h
rate associated with unlimited resources, g1 is the analogous rate when resource s
vary according to the system dynamics . A waste loss rate associated with processi n
(W) at time k is given by

W(k) - R(k) - aR(k)

	

(3 )

Fecal discharge is the principal biological mechanism accounting for W, and thi s
waste usually represents a resource for another processor is exported from th e
system .

The realized growth of process capacity may be obtained after account-
ing for export and interactions with other processes . The equations are

g 2 (k) = :	 S( k)	 [aR(k) - C(k) - E(k)]

	

(4 )

g3(k)
x	

S(k)

	

[aR(k) - C(k) - E(k) - B(k)]

	

, and

	

(5 )

g4 (k) =	 s '-(k)

	

[aR(k) - C(k) - E(k) - B(k) - P (k)]

	

(6 )

Here, E(k), B(k), and P(k) correspond to the export of process capacity, losse s
of capacity to decomposer processes, and losses of capacit y . to predator processes ,
respectively . If process capacity is gained directly from utside the syste m
(immigration), an additional term (i) must be added to equation (6) to accoun t
for this import . The variable gr(k) is defined as the actual or realized specifi c
growth rate associated with a process at time k, and gr(k)S(k) is the realize d
process growth rate . For a primary consumer process (e .g ., grazing), gr = 94 ,
while for a top predator process gr(k) = g3(k) . If the process remains in a
steady state relative to the time resolution under consideration, gr fluctuate s
around a mean of zero .
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Concepts related to autotrophic process dynamics are analogous to con-
cepts associated with consumer process dynamics . When light energy and nutrient s
are not limiting ,

9o(k)

	

S(k) [Pgmax(k) - C(k)]

	

(7 )

where Pgmax is the rate of gross primary production when resources are in unlimite d
supply . Again, go can to to gomax when temperature and other relevant densit y
independent factors are optimal . When resources vary with system dynamics ,

g l (k) =	 S ( k)	 [P (k) - C(k)]

	

(8 )

where Pg(k) is the realized rate of gross primary production at time k . If the
process represents the function of autotrophic organisms only, the rate of ne t
primary production at time k is gl(k)S(k) . However, it is often convenient t o
include the activities of tightly coupled heterotrophic microorganisms within th e
process boundary, as in the case of periphyton processes . If so, gl(k)S(k) simply
represents the net elaboration of autotrophic process capacity, and C(K), the cos t
of processing, expresses metabolic losses of energy from the activities of bot h
autotrophic and heterotrophic organisms . Expressions analogous to equations (4) ,
(5), and (6) for autotrophic processes ar e

(k) =	 S ( k)' [P (k) - C(k) - E(k)]

	

(9 )

g3 (k) = S~k)

	

[P (k) - C(k) - E(k) - B(k)]

	

, and

	

(10 )

g4 (k) =	 S(k)-- [P (k) - C(k) - E(k) - B(k) - G(k)],

	

(11 )

where G(k) is the loss to the process of grazing and the other symbols are the sam e
as above .

In large ecosystem models, it is often difficult to understand mechanism s
accounting for system dynamics from plots of state variables . In other words, value s
for state variables go up and down, but it is not always intuitively obvious wh y
such variations occur . The concepts presented above provide a convenient basis fo r
the investigation of regulatory mechanisms . From equations (1), (2), (4), (5), an d
(6),

go

	

g i is the regulating effect of resource limitation ;

g
i - g2 is the regulating effect of export losses ;

g2 - g3 is the regulating effect of decomposer processes ; and

g3 - g4 is the regulating effect of predator processes .

To analyze state variable dynamics, we simply plot go, g r , and all relevant g i
0=1, 2,	 gr_ i ] against time and examine the areas between the curves relative
to a plot of the corresponding state variable .
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A Stream Ecosystem Mode l

This section briefly presents the structure and some properties of a '
=stream ecosystem model that simulates the dynamics of small, flowing-water eco-
systems in the northwestern United States . Model structure is based primarily o n
current concepts of functional groups in stream ecology (McIntire 1968, 1973 ;
Cummins 1974) and on the ecosystem modeling approach in the Coniferous Fores t
Biome, U .S . IBP (Overton, 1975) . Update and forcing functions as well as para-
meter estimates, for the most part, were derived from experimental or observa-
tional data found in the literature or data made available through the courtes y
of an interdisciplinary group of stream ecologists from Oregon State University ,
Idaho State University, Michigan State University, and the Stroud Water Researc h
Center . The mathematical details of the model are described by McIntire and Colb y
(1978) and Colby and McIntire (1978) .

The stream model is an expansion and modification of a model of peri-
phyton processes developed by McIntire (1973) . Conceptually, the model consist s
of seven basic processes that are subprocesses of three echelons of higher leve l
processes . The model has 14 state variables associated with the seven basi c
processes, and is conceptualized in discrete time with a resolution of one day .
The basic (fine-resolution) processes are primary production (periphyton dynamics) ,
grazing, shredding, collecting, invertebrate predation, vertebrate predation, an d
detrital conditioning .

Input and control variables include : light energy ; allochthonou s
detritus ; temperature ; photoperiod ; nutrient concentration ; and stream discharge
from which such variables as current velocity, shear stress, sediment load, an d
channel dimensions are derived . Output from the model tracks state variabl e
dynamics and provides trajectories of process growth rates (equations 1-11) tha t
aid in the interpretation of state variable dynamics .

Model Structur e

The stream model is conceptualized as a hierarchical system of biologi-
cal processes (Fig . 1 and 2) . At the ecosystem level of resolution, stream pro-
cesses are considered mechanistically as two coupled subsystems representing pro-
cesses of primary consumption and predation (Fig . 1) . Primary consumption repre-
sents all processes associated with direct consumption and decomposition of bot h
autotrophic organisms and detritus, including the internal production dynamic s
of the autotrophic organisms collectively . Predation includes processes related
to the transfer of energy from primary to secondary consumers or from secondar y
to tertiary consumers . Behavior of each of these subsystems can be partitione d
further and investigated in terms of their coupled subsystems .

Figure 1 also illustrates the subsystems of the primary consumptio n
and predation systems . The small, solid arrows represent energy flows, while th e
dotted arrows emphasize the influence of certain control variables . Predatio n
includes the processes of invertebrate and vertebrate predation, and primary con-
sumption is represented by processes of herbivory and detritivory . Herbivory
consists of all processes associated with the production and consumption of auto-
trophic organisms within the system, whereas detritivory represents the consump-
tion and decomposition of detrital inputs .

In other words, herbivory and detritivory are analogous processes, th e
only important difference being related to whether the energy resource i s
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9enerated within the system (autochthonous production) or from outside the syste m

allochthondus'inputi. Figure 2 depicts the structure of the herbivory an d

detritivory subsystems in terms of each of their coupled subsystems . Herbivory

partitions into grazing and periphyton processes . 'Periphyton processes includ e

all the processes that are tightly coupled to the primary producers, in this cas e

the periphyton assemblage . Grazing is the set of processes associated with th e

flow of energy from the periphyton to macroconsumers . Detritivory partitions

into . shredding, collecting, and detrital processes .

Shredding and collecting are processes associated with' flows of energy .

from large particle detritus (> 1mm) and fine particle detritus (< 1mm) to macro -
consumers, shredders and collectors, respectively . , Detrital processes includ e

five state variables, each representing the biomass of an arbitrarily designate d
fraction of the total detrital biomass .

Large particulate organic matter (LPOM) is fractionated into materia l
that decomposes quickly (FLPOM) and material that has a relatively slow rate of

decomposition (SLPOM) . LPOM remains in the system as either FLPOM or SLPOM fo r
periods representing the time it takes for micro-organisms to convert these frac-

tions into states (CFLPOM and CSLPOM) suitable for consumption by macroconsumers .

Sources of material for the fine particle detritus state variable (FPOM) include
mechanical (nonbiological) transfers from CFLPOM and CSLPOM and from waste (Fecal )

materials associated with the processes of grazing, shredding, collecting, in -
vertebrate predation, and vertebrate predation .

Model Output :	 An Exampl e

Figure 3 and Table 1 represent the simulated seasonal and annual dynamics ,
respectively, of a small, first or second order stream that receives an annual in -

. put or allochthonous organic material of about 480 g m- 2 . The hydrologic propertie s
introduced as inputs reflect the annual climatic cycle typical of western Orego n
(for details see McIntire and Colby, 1978) . Seasonal dynamics (Figure 3) reflect

. the effects of shading by a dense canopy of terrestrial vegetation and the intro-

duction of a large quantity of allochthonous material during the fall and earl y
winter months . For example, the periphyton biomass reaches peaks during lat e
winter before shading and again during October after the leaf cover disappears .
Moreover, processes of collecting, shredding, .and grazing are particularly activ e
during late winter and spring, whereas predation reaches its maximum during May
and June .

Total annual production of primary consumers representing processes of
grazing shredding and collecting is 21 .8 g m-2 yr- i , while total production fo r
the process of predation is 5 .8 g m-2 yr- 1 (Table 1) . Production related to pri-
mary macrosumer processes is partitioned as 15 .6% grazing (consumption of auto-
chthonous material) and 84 .4% shredding and collecting (detrital consumption) .
Gross primary productin for the system is 71 .1 g m- 2 yr- i , and the annual mean •
ration of gross primary production to community respiration 'is 0 .19 . In other

words, the model exhibits the typical heterotrophic properties of the small ,
shaded, headwater streams of western Oregon .

Validation of the stream model is discuTsed'in detail bf , McIntire and
Colby (1978) . Briefly, validation was based primarily on comparisons of mode l
output to corresponding ranges of biomass and production values reported in th e
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literature and in unpublished data for natural streams . This was the most reason -

able approach, as the model was constructed to examine mechanisms regulating pro-

cesses in streams--not for the simulation of a particular natural ecosystem .

Analysis of Mechanisms

Although Figure 3 indicates seasonal dynamics for a particular set o f

inputs and parameters, mechanisms accounting for such dynamics are not necessaril y

obvious from such plots of state variables . An analysis of the state variabl e

dynamics for the simulation shown in Figure 3 is illustrated by plotting the tra-
jectories of the g variables defined in equations 1-11 (Figures 4 and 5) . Area s

between the different curves represent the magnitude of the different limitin g
mechanisms . The process of grazing is clearly food limited throughout the year ,

though not as strongly so in early spring and mid-fall when periphyton productio n
is relatively high (Fig . 4) . Limiting effects of emergence and predation ar e

minor and apparent only during the spring months .

In contrast, food is virtually unlimited (demand is satisfied and go = 91 )

with respect to shredding, except for a short period in early summer . Emergence

limits the process in the spring, late summer, and early fall ; whereas predatio n

exerts some control from December through May . Food resources also have relativel y
little controlling influence on collecting as compared to emergence and predatio n

(Fig . 5) ; emergence is important during spring and fall, while predation has it s

maximum effect during the first half of the year . Biomasses related to vertebrat e

and invertebrate predation tend to grow exponentially from January through April ,

but then become strongly food limited during the rest of the year . Invertebrate
predation is inhibited to some degree by vertebrate predation during the spring .

Summarizing, analysis of state variable dynamics in the example suggest s

that regulation of biological processes in streams is complex, the mechanisms of

which vary in time and from process to process . Figures 4 and 5 simply indicat e

mechanisms for one particular case, however, we have found it useful to generat e

plots of specific growth rates from equations 1-11 as part of the regular outpu t

for each simulation run . Obviously, in any natural ecosystem biological processe s

are ultimately constrained by the genetic constitution of organisms involved i n
each process, a constraint expressed in the model by aspects of the mathematica l

structure and the parameter values considered appropriate .

Conclusions

Modeling, with or without computer simulation, should be an essential
part of ecosystem research . Moreover, it is important that modeling is no t

relegated to peripheral or subordinate status within the research program, as it s
principal benefits depend on a central orientation from which research prioritie s
and hypotheses can emerge . Unfortunately, leadership and budget control for larg e
ecosystem research is often dependent on individuals more sympathetic with data
collecting than with data analysis . Insufficient cognizance of the role of system
modeling and analysis can prove to be costly .

Ecologists appear to be notorious data collectors . Indeed, there are
laboratories engaged in ecological research that could easily spend 5 years o r

more extracting information from data they have already collected . Sometimes ,
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it is not always clear why the data were obtained in the first place ; or, i f
the objectives were clear in the past, they are no longer relevant to the present .

A reasonable approach to ecosystem studies in water research includes :
(1) the identification of a well-defined research goal and the establishment o f
specific objectives that relate to that goal ; (2) an exhaustive review of exist-
ing information that relates to the various specific objectives ; (3) the develop -
ment of tentative structural and conceptual models of ecosystem dynamics tha t
identify system boundaries and variables ; (4) the establishment of researc h
priorities based on the tentative model and the knowledge of existing information ;
(5) data collection and analysis, and (6) integration and the analysis of syste m
behavior at various levels of organization .

Steps (2) and (3) must proceed concurrently and be performed by biolo -
gists with a systems orientation and modelers with a biological orientation . Step
(6) should generate understanding of the mechanisms that regulate and control th e
relevant ecosystem processes . Whether or not a formal mathematical model i s
required for (6) depends on the objectives of the research program relative to th e
complexity of the ecological system under investigation .
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1 . Schematic representation of a lotic ecosystem showing the hierarchica l
decomposition of the primary consumption and predation subsystems . The
symbols refer to flows of biomass from processes of grazing (G), shred -
ding (S), and collecting (C) ; large particle (LPOM) and small particl e
(FPOM) detritus ; export or emergence (E) ; respiration (R) ; temperature
(TEMP) ; stream discharge (FLOW) ; photoperiod (PHOT) ; and nutrient
concentration (NO3) .

Figure 2 . Schematic representation of the mechanistic structure of the herbivor y
and detritivory subsystems in a lotic ecosystem . CLPOM represent s
conditioned large particle detritus ; FLPOM, SLPOM, CFLPOM, and CSLPO M
are defined in the text ; and the other symbols are the same as give n
for Figure 1 .

Figure 3 . Seasonal dynamics of the principal state variables of the stream mode l
for a selected simulation . Acronyms refer to periphyton processe s
(ALGAE) and processes of grazing (GRAZE), collecting (COLLECT) ,
shredding (SHRED), invertebrate predation (I-PRED), and vertebrat e
predation (V-PRED) .

Figure 4 . A family of specific growth rates representing processes of grazin g
and shredding for the simulation illustrated in Figure 3 . go is the
rate in an environment with unlimited resources (food) and gr is th e
actual or realized rate .

Figure 5 . A family of specific growth rates representing processes of collecting ,
invertebrate predation, and vertebrate predation . go, gr and the
limiting effects are the same as given for Figure 4 .
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Presented December 7, 1978 by PETER C . KLINGEMAN, Director, Water Resource s

Research Institute, Oregon State University .

Sq.tt4edi .' 7(e fact axd
ae cetcete

Key Past Action s

The mid-1960's were significant years to the water resources researc h
community in several ways . Among these, the U .S . Congress passed the Water Re -
sources Research Act of 1964, the Water Resources Planning Act of 1965, the Wate r
Quality Act of 1965, the Water Project Recreation Act of 1965 and the Clean Wate r
Recreation Act of 1966 . Concurrently, the Committee on Water Resources Researc h
under the President's Office of Science and Technology completed recommendation s
for and in 1966 published a Ten-Year Program of Federal Water Resources Research .
The first set of actions led to funding for water research and planning activi-
ties that has continued to the present, with direct benefactors in Oregon includ-
ing the Water Resources Research Institute at OSU . The latter action, repre-
sented by the "Brown Book", has given broad guidance to the types of water re -
search proposed, funded and completed in the last decade .

The Ten-Year Program identified 14 major problem areas . These are
shown in Table I . They are rather broad and general ; but each can be recog-
nized as involving important issues . The Ten-Year Program also made several ke y
recommendations as to research needs to address the major problem areas . These
are summarized in Table II .

The WRRI's in each state and WRRI research activities in Oregon hav e
generally focused on problems related to each of the 14 major problem areas .

Past Research Aims -- Still Vali d

The Ten-Year Program identified three objectives of the nationa l
water resources program being conducted in the mid 1960's . These were :

"To manage our natural water resources and to augment them whe n
necessary as to meet all necessary requirements for water, bot h
in quantity and quality ; and to minimize water-caused damages t o
life and property ."
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Table I . Major Problem Areas Identified in the 1966 Ten-Year Program o f
Federal Water Resources Researc h

1. Water Resources Planning

2. Water Pollution Control

3. Water Conservatio n

4. Ecological Impact of Water Developmen t

5. Effect of Man's Activities on Wate r

6. Costs of Water Resource Developmen t

7. Research on "Far-out" ideas

8. Climatic Change

9. Information Storage and Disseminatio n

10. Problem Assessmen t

11. Water Resources Research Laboratorie s

12. Experimental Watershed Studie s

13. Coordination of Researc h

14. Manpower
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Table II . Research Recommendations Made in the 1966 Ten-Year Program o f

Federal Water Resources Researc h

1. Increase research on methods and criteria for water resources planning and

on water law and institutional arrangements for facilitating more effectiv e
planning .

2. Increase research into cost allocations, cost sharing, pricing and repayment ,
to improve knowledge of benefits and alternatives .

3. Expand research on improved methods of waste treatment and on methods o f

dealing with pollutants from diffuse sources such as

	

fertilizers and aci d
mine wastes .

4. Institute a program of research on methods of conserving water in industry
and municipal use . In particular, steps which reduce the use of water fo r

waste carriage should be intensively studied, both to save water and to

reduce pollution .
5. Accelerate research on methods of conserving water in agriculture .
6. Develop research on the possible ecologic impacts of water development i n

order that probable impacts can be introduced in future project planning .

7. Undertake research on evaluating the effect of certain non-water activities
on water and to devise methods to avoid undesirable effetts . The effect of
urbanization should receive first priority .

8. Special care should be taken to avoid the loss of important new idea s

through lack of careful consideration .
9. Press research on evaluating climatic changes and the significance of fluctua-

tions from flood to drought .
10. Assess the extent and character of various water-oriented problems as a

prelude to research on specific problems . Funds for such assessments shoul d
be a normal part of the research budget .

11. Promptly undertake general assessments of the following problem areas to ai d
the management of ongoing research programs : potential use of sea and

brackish water desalting techniques ; potential for water-yield improvement
through land management ; potential for water conservation through bette r

use of poor quality water ; the sources, quantities and characteristics o f
pollutants in U .S . water sources ; potential water recovery through waste
water purification .

12. Study the possibility of consolidating federal water research laboratories
in the interests of economy and efficiency and to improve communicatio n

and coordination between research workers .
13. Review the current federal program of experimental watersheds to define the

appropriate scope for such a program, determine the feasibility of consoli-

dating activities at selected experimental areas, consider the possibility

that some existing sites may be discontinued, and arrange for the promp t
publication of data for the use of all research workers .

14. Promptly strengthen research aimed at increasing the efficacy and a t

reducing the huge and mounting costs of engineering works of unprecedented
magnitude and complexity .
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Federal research, in concert with state and other non-federal programs, had the
broad goal of providing the knowledge necessary to achieve these objectives mos t

efficiently .

Seven specific aims were part of the federal goal and objectives :

1. To develop methods for conserving and augmenting the quantity of

water available .

2. To perfect techniques for controlling water so as to minimiz e
erosion, flood damage, and other adverse effects .

3. To develop methods for managing and controlling pollution so a s
to protect and improve the quality of the water resource .

4. To develop and improve procedures for evaluating water resourc e
development and management so as to maximize net socio-economi c
benefits .

5. To understand the nature of water, the processes which determin e
its distribution in nature, its interactions with its environ-
ment, and the effects of man's activities on the natural pro-
cesses . This is basic to the successful prosecution of items 1

through 4 .

6. To develop techniques for efficient, minimum-cost design, con-
struction, and operation of engineering works required to imple -
ment the water resources development program . Overriding con-
siderations of effectiveness and safety, and of economy in co n
nection with the already huge and mounting costs of executin g
and operating water resource developments that are rapidly grow -
ing in number, size, and complexity, require the best efforts w e
can bring to bear on these problems .

7. To develop new methods for efficient collection of the field dat a
necessary for the planning and design of water resource projects .

Some alteration in emphasis for the objectives and aims might b e
likely today, after a decade of heightened environmental concern that was jus t
starting to emerge when the Ten-Year Program was developed . But the important
fact is that those objectives and aims are still generally valid today and fo r
addressing future water research activity .

An Evolving Situation

Today we are in gradual transition rather than at an abrupt brea k
along the path of water resources research . Heavy federal research fundin g
committments in the 1960's have slowly diminished . National economic problems
have reduced the flow of dollars needed for research . The research . .community
has been under growing pressure to demonstrate that useful results do come from
the funded research . And most of the simpler problems have already been solved .
Society is becoming more complex and so are the water research needs to address
society's complex problems .
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One might ask if the researchers themselves are showing a similar
evolution of aims to stay in the mainstream of effective research? Universit y
researchers are continually accused by others of being out of touch with real -
world problems and instead devoting their attention to "hobby" research . To
some extent this is a valid criticism . But it does injustice to a far large r
group of researchers who are "in touch" and who are trying to find rational way s
to solve complex problems .

Evolving water problems and problem-oriented research seems to b e
more of a macro-scale nature than previously . Researchers are talking mor e
about total systems today than they did before . The research of the past pre-
dominently dealt with the parts rather than the whole . Or if it dealt with th e
whole, it did so by means of generalizations due to insufficient knowledge . Bu t
now, more researchers are engaged in systems research that seeks to describe th e
parts and the whole in some cohesive manner that has depth and meaning beyon d
previous generalities .

Future National Research Direction s

Since the mid-1970's, periodic reassessments of research needs hav e
been made for the federal government by the WRRI's and by other entities . Th e
Committee on Water Resources Research, past author of the Ten-Year Program ,
recently (October 1977) released a statement on Directions in U .S . Water Re -
search : 1978-1982 . This suggests a five-year course for "federally sponsored
water research so that funds spent in the pursuit of new knowledge will bea r
upon those problems in which water is a national issue . n Six important researc h
areas are identified that could produce meaningful results to impact six majo r
national issues . These are shown in Table III . The categories are broa d
"umbrellas" containing many unexpressed specific issues and research areas .

The general categories of needed research relate to the nationa l
issues in complex ways . Table IV reproduces a summary of the degree of relation -
ship, as developed by the Committee on Water Resources Research .

Many aspects of President Carter's recent review of water policy an d
his emphasis on better water management suggest that water resources researc h
must focus more on planning and management activities . The need for a dynami c
and responsive water research program that considers both the current problem s
and emerging problems is evident . Most probably the recommendations of th e
Committee on Water Resources Research will be interpreted from the perspectiv e
of the President's Water policy review as federal research budgets are reviewe d
by the Executive and Legislative branches of federal government .

Water Resources Problems in Oregon Needing Researc h

Broad Feature s

Major water resource problems affect Oregon . These stem from dis-
parities in the geographic distribution and abundance of water, compounded b y
sharp seasonal differences in water availability . Water is generally abundan t
west of the Cascade Mountain divide, where the majority of Oregonians live . Bu t
summer shortages occur . East of the Cascades, drought and water shortage are
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Table III . National Issues and Water Research Areas Identified in Directions 1'i
U .-S . Water Research : 1978-1982 .

National Issues :

Energy

Foo d

The Environment and 'Public Health

Population Growth : Urban Problems

Land Us e

Material s

Water Research Areas :

Hydrologic and Hydraulic Processe s

Water Quality

Planning and Institution s

Atmospheric and Precipitation Processe s

Hydrologic-Ecologic Relationship s

Water Supply Development and ManageMen t
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fundamental considerations affecting most water uses .

Many water needs are met directly from streamflow . Reservoir storage
has been crucial in providing water for uses throughout the state but has fre-
quently resulted in conflicts among water uses . Ground water supplies have
mainly met rural domestic needs but are being more extensively exploited eas t
of the Cascades for agricultural development, in spite of limited information o n
their availability .

The Snake and Columbia Rivers, bordering much of northern and easter n
Oregon, provide both opportunities and problems regarding water use and economi c
development . Efforts to use the waters have created conflicts involving dams ,
river blockage, in-stream versus out-of-stream uses . The interstate status of
these rivers adds several jurisdictions to greatly complicate water managemen t
and use .

Underlying Complications to Decision-Makin g

Involved in most of the specific water problems and issue s, are three
crucial elements affecting the decision-making process . These are : (1) lac k
of basic knowledge ; (2) problems in the identification of alternative course s
of action ; and (3) inadequacies in the decision-making process . These elements
have been used to organize the discussion that follows and the summary in Tabl e
V .

Lack of basic knowledge affects water resources in several ways .
First, it is not entirely clear what Oregon hopes to achieve in terms of wate r
resources, economic development and environmental protection of water . Reliabl e
information is needed regarding the present and projected requirements of water .
Second, basic information is still lacking concerning many aspects of th e
physical and the legal availability of water . Third, it is not yet possible t o
reliably predict droughts and their effects upon water supply depletion .

When water resources are allocated and developed to a significan t
degree, trade offs among uses and among beneficial and detrimental effects ar e
always involved and must be identified . Several categories of current problems
and issues exist : What does Oregon want to achieve with its water resources ?
What types of alternatives are available to Oregon on interstate waters ,
particularly the Columbia and Snake Rivers? What alternative actions should b e
considered for the different in-state river basins? What alternatives are
available for water conservation, water quality control, water storage, in-strea m
flows, or for protection against periods of emergency such as floods and drought ?
What are the alternative ways for allocating water among competing uses ?

The decision-making process regarding water resources is complex an d
may be inadequate . This is partly due to limited available resource information .
Also, the decision-making process is widely dispersed among numerous federal ,
state, local and other jurisdictions and the methods and procedures whereb y
decisions are reached may not be adequate to cope with such a multiplicity o f
entities . Furthermore, some of the methods used for evaluating alternatives
among competing and changed uses may be inadequate .
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Specific Problem s

Economic development requires water use . This can result in altered
water quantity and quality and can have effects throughout_'a river basin . Eas t
of the Cascades, a major water need is for agriculture and agriculture-relate d
businesses and industries . Large quantities of water are required and reservoi r
storage is essential . As an alternative and supplement to a streamflow an d
surface water reservoirs, ground water reservoirs have been tapped . Some are now
in critical drawdown condition due to excessive use and to limited recharge . Use,
of irrigation water from in-state river basins has caused problems with competin g
uses and due to altered quality of return flows . Recreational water uses an d
fishery protection constrain out-of-stream diversion . The alternative of going
to the Columbia River for additional water is only available for nearby lands . ,
Diversion of Columbia River water for thermal energy production is likely . The
region's hydropower facilities have been greatly taxed, with associated environ-
mental stress on the basins' fishery resources .

Washington and Idaho have developed specific plans for additiona l
irrigation and to obtain the needed water from such sources as the Snake o r
Columbia Rivers . This threatens Oregon's agricultural potential due, in part ,
to upstream depletion of streamflow . Other beneficial uses in Oregon (i .e . ,
thermal power production, hydropower generation, fisheries, recreation, por t
and waterway uses) may also be threatened by such diversions .

Much planned and potential Oregon industrial development is dependen t
upon the Columbia River and other major rivers (i .e ., bulk oil handling, food
processing, aluminum processing, energy production) . Any water use that influence s
such activities is of concern in formulating development plans . Conversely, i t
is essential to know what effects such activities will have on other water use s
and what-the crucial issues are .

Industrial sites along the Oregon Coast having adequate supplies o f
fresh water are hard to find . Thus, water may impede economic development there ,
including the industrial development potential that involves coastal and off -
shore fisheries .

Tourism and recreation are largely water-oriented . Expansion of thi s
sector of the economy required clearer understanding of the potential risks o f
environmental degradation . The future development of tourism along the Orego n
coast is also impeded by ground water problems, both of supply and of wastewate r
disposal .

Dispersion of industrial development and economic activity around th e
state requires improved water supplies in areas away from the Willamette Valley .
Better information on the physical and legal availability of water is needed i f
industry is to be attracted to the eastern part of the state .

	

-

Drought's such as that in 1977, requiring disaster relief and havin g
many repercussions within the state, can be expected to recur . Meanwhile ,
increased water use makes the effects of droughts more severe with the passage o f
time . The severity of problems from drought also depends upon the level o f
development in a river basin . It is essential to better understand in advance
the effects of different drought conditions on water supplies, both surface an d
sub-surface . Otherwise, each period of water shortage will cause greater dis-
ruption than need be the case . With sufficient water resource information i t
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may be possible to guide water use and development so as to minimize the risk s
associated with droughts .

Problems Concerning Basic Knowledg e

Water requirements to meet needs . How much water is needed to properl y
meet present and future state goals and objectives for water resources? What ar e
the best, most reliable projections for future water needs? What are reliabl e
projected needs for energy and other water-related goods and services? How do
current practices and full implementation of water conservation, reuse an d
recycling practices affect the need for water ?

The 1969 study by the Oregon State Water Resources Board of Oregon' s
long-range requirements for water generously estimates water needs to assure tha t
Oregon will adequately protect its water for future uses . But some assumption s
made about future conditions need re-examination in the light of changed populatio n
growth, lifestyles, energy availability, federal spending policies, and concern s
over particular water use that has arisen in the 10 years since projections fo r
that study were made . The assumption made that potential water deficiencies wil l
be met through importation of Columbia and Snake River water avoided the con-
straints normally imposed on water use due to water scarcity and competitio n
among uses . But competition and other constraints will hold use to lower levels .
Possibilities for significant water conservation and reuse have been overlooked .
Seasonal variations of water supply and need were also overlooked . Possibilitie s
for coping with water scarcity east of the Cascades were not sufficiently ex-
plored . Greater attention must be given to in-basin methods of dealing wit h
water scarcity rather than water importation from other basins . But first ,
realistic estimates of water needs must be obtained .

Unrealistic projections of water requirements to meet state needs an d
goals lead to unrealistic planning . Overprojection of needs may lead to unnec-
essary or early commitment of economic and natural resources, with a risk of idl e
facilities and capital and of needlessly lost options for alternative resourc e
commitment that cause excessive competition for the available water resources .
Either situation is adverse to orderly economic development .

Physical availability of water . The availability of water fro m
smaller drainage areas of the state is still generally unquantified . The stream -
flow gaging network tends to emphasize data from principal streams, leaving th e
need to estimate water yields from lesser tributaries . Ground water observatio n
wells do not describe conditions in all aquifers, so that estimates of availabl e
water are often speculative .

The hydrologic and water quality data gathering-network is not
adequate to answer many important questions that form the basis of decision -
making . In some cases, the records may be too short . In many instances, data
are not available for the specific location of concern . Extrapolation tech-
niques are available in both situations but are never as reliable as actual on -
site data . Particularly with water resources, there is a great deal of short -
term and long-term variability as well as geographical variability so tha t
trends, patterns and norms are extremely difficult to identify .

In many parts of the state, ground water use is limited to small loca l
supplies whereas surface waters provide for most needs . In some areas of th e
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state where ground water use is significant, such as the Hermiston area, heav y
use has caused problems of falling water levels at wells, CoupTed with the hig h
costs of drilling deeper wells, such problems have led many users to see k
additional water from surface sources, even though gr.ound water basins are pr e -
sumably extensive .

UOcertainti=es regarding the potential ground water supply fro m
aquifers are hampering ground water use, The basalt aquifers found in much' o f
the state are complex and make investigation difficult . More aquifer informatio n
is needed to permit informed decisions on both domestic use and economic develop-
ment'of ground water resources .

In areas where little is known regarding ground water conditions ,
water-dependent economic development is not likely to proceed unless surfac e
water is sufficiently available . But if too much emphasis is placed upon surface
waters, conflicts with fishery resources and other competing water uses ar e
likely to be severe . This could retard activities that might not be delayed i f
ground waters were being used instead .

Legal availability of water . Subsequent to passage of the Orego n
Water Code in 1909 and the Ground Water Act of 1955, the adjudication of al l
prior water rights was undertaken : Due to the complex and time-consuming natur e
of the work, together with limited budgeting to conduct this activity, wate r
rights still remain unadjudicated on most streams west of the Cascades and fo r
some in eastern Oregon . Because of the backlog of adjudication needs, question s
remain regarding who has rights and to how much water at what time of year .
Lack of clarification of rights and unsettled old claims preclude a clear know -
ledge of uncommitted water available for future users and create uncertaint y
regarding the plane- i .ng of new water use activities that require water rights .. .

A major unresolved problem for Oregon and the West is that of quan-
tification of federal and Indian water. rights claims . There is concern on the
part of states and private water right holders that future actions to asser t
federal and Indian claims to "reserved" water may seriously impair privat e
water rights . There is a need for clarifying what these claims may be, t o
minimize the uncertainties involved . The enormous investments already made b y
non-federal, non-Indian interests based upon the same water supply and new plan s
for additional development can only be made with the obvious possibility tha t
they might be upset by future court action . To solve these difficulties ,
information is needed on the scope of federal and Indian rights to water, o n
tribal and federal needs for waters, on means by which impending conflicts ove r
water can be equitably averted or settled, and on the consequences of variou s
approaches to resolving problems of reserved water rights .

Effects of drought . Water development tends to rely upon near-norma l
levels of water supply and to rely upon some storage or other reserve capacit y
to meet periods of brief shortage . But continued expansion of water use result s
in a growing reliance upon receiving near-normal water supplies to meet al l
needs . Thus, as the level of water use approaches the level : of water avail -
ability, any shortage can result in economic difficulties for . those directl y
or indirectly dependent upon the deficient supplies .

Drought is adverse to all water use activities . It is more likely to
be an infrequent, short-term setback than a sustained condition . But either way ,
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economic losses are significant to the state and have repercussions throughou t

the economy . The threat of water shortage is also a hindrance to economi c
activity .

Beyond the predictability of droughts is the more serious questio n
of predicting water supply depletion during drought periods . It is critica l
to determine how much water is available from different components of the hydro -
logic cycle (the atmosphere, snow pack, surface waters, soil, and ground water )
and how the depletion of water storage changes with the severity and persistenc e
of drought . The effects will differ geographically in Oregon and this geo-
graphic influence must be determined . Any reliability in the prediction o f
drought offers opportunities to take steps to minimize losses . If the likeli-
hood and location of drought can be foreseen, water storage manipulations an d
conservation measures might be undertaken to anticipate and offset wate r
deficiencies .

Problems Regarding Alternative s

Goals and objectives . What does Oregon want to achieve with its water
resources and how is this expressed in terms of goals and objectives? Th e
Oregon Legislative Assembly and particular state boards, commissions and agencie s
develop policies, goals, objectives, plans and programs . So do counties and
other local governmental entities . Some goals and objectives affecting Oregon' s
water resources are established at the federal level and may primarily serv e
national policy . Furthermore, goals and objectives for the use of water resource s
are not independent of other concerns, such as land use and energy plans o r
social, economic and environmental objectives .

Policies, goals and objectives become out-of-date with time . Or they
may not remain clear, causing confusion as to just what the state wants to
achieve in particular instances . Or agencies may not agree over issues due to
interpretation conflicts . As long as Oregon's water-related goals and objective s
are not clearly and comprehensively defined, friction due to differing goals wil l
occur at local-state-regional-federal interfaces . Plans for land use and develop-
ment (i .e ., thermal power development or metal processing) may become stalle d
in part because of uncertainties that such plans will be compatible with socia l
and environmental goals to be served by the same water resources .

Use of Columbia River . The management of the Columbia River is a
major regional issue requiring' attention by Oregon . Tight management of th e
Columbia River is limited to flood control and hydroelectric energy production .
Fishery resources are subject to continual controversies . Conflicts also aris e
between out-of-stream uses . All of these difficulties hinder that best manage-
ment of the Columbia River and make it difficult to identify what that manage-
ment should be .

The Columbia River is a dominant factor in Oregon's economy . Yet the
influence of Oregon over management of the Columbia River is unclear . Our "claim "
to water in the river, in juxtaposition with Washington, Idaho and federa l
jurisdictions, has not been established .
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Continued uncertainties regarding the physical and legal availabilit y

of Columbia River water for Oregon's .,use could hinder future planning and develop-
ment . Management of the Columbia River system is sufficiently complex, due t o
the large number of vested interests and the broad range of potential managemen t
scenarios, that the formulation of state policies toward this management is ver y

difficult . This makes unclear the best long-term opportunities that the stat e

might pursue . Clarification of the availability of Columbia River water ,
establishment of a comprehensive regional management program, and development b y
Oregon of state policies for the Columbia will all contribute to a firmer basi s

for identification of water-related opportunities .

Water storage and streamflow manipulation .

	

One of the most critica l

decisions regarding water use is that on whether or not to manipulate streamflow ,
making water available when and where it is needed or preventing it from goin g

where it is not wanted . Streamflow manipulation requires water storage or wate r
diversion . This involves dams and reservoirs, These can fulfill many needs .
But simultaneously, many problems are caused . All methods of significant flow
manipulation have extensive effects in the entire river basin . There is perhap s
no other area of water resources management than streamflow storage and manipu-
lation which is more sensitive to questions of environmental impacts and relate d
impacts on all types of water uses ,

Insufficient water supplies hinder many forms of water use due to
heavy competition for the limited available water . This bottleneck of no t
having enough water to accommodate all uses not .enly slows overall economi c
growth but also favors growth in early-established sectors of the economy wit h
senior water rights . If water is a limiting factor, even the older activitie s
are restricted in growth .

Some water uses clearly benefit from water storage and streamflo w
manipulation, whereas. others do not, The timing of water availability may be a s
crucial as the quantity of water provided . Major benefits focus on flood control ,
freshet management and een erva Lion storage for water supply purposes . However ,
fishery and wildlife uses and water-based recreation are not always benefited
and, in some instance$, are adversely affected, Hence, water storage involve s
many tradeoffs between benefited and disbenefited uses ,

Conflicts even arise between water uses that jointly benefit from
reservoir storage and streamflow manipulation, due to differences in the neede d
timing of storage and release of water . This leads to competition and tradeoff s
in project operation priorities and schedules .

In-streamflows, . The preservation of undisturbed or "free-flowing "
streams against dam 5021119 has been a long-standing controversy . Positiv e
aspects of .this controversy have included federal passage of the Wild and Sceni c

Rivers Act in 1968 and establishment by Qregpn of a Scenic Waterways System i n
197Q and a Willamette River Greenway Program in 1973 .

The controversy over dams has. prevented sufficient consideration o-r
the benefits from maintaining adequate in-stream flow . Hydroelectric powe r

generation, navigation and fisheries require adequate in-stream flows . Upstream

diversions compete for this water . Many . in-stream uses are sensitive to th e

amount of available flow . This subject needs further investigation to clarify

economic impacts of altered ; n-stream uses .
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The economic importance of I n-stram flows has not been adequatel y

identified . Fishery resources in free-flowing streams offer obvious opportunitie s

for economic growth . Other opportunities exist that have not been greatly ex-
ploited, such as the-potentialfor tourism and recreational activities close t o

large urban areas.

Water pollution represents an important limitation on activities that -
can benefit from free-flowing streams (i .e ., commercial and recreational activities '
involving fisheries, shipping and boating) .

	

Insufficient in-stream flow limit s
the amount of use possible for many streams at certain times of the year (lat e
summer and autumn) . Competing demands for off-stream uses adversely affect in -
stream flows because of water diversions .

Water conservation . The 1977 drought sharpened awareness of the im-
balances between water supply and water demand in many parts of the state . Wate r

conservation, recycling and 'reuse were found to be as effective as the develop-
ment of new supplies in meeting short-term demands . But can water conservation, .
recycling and reuse also help to alleviate long-term water shortages caused b y
limited supplies? Can they relieve water quality problems caused by insufficien t
in-stream flows and contaminated return flows? The drought experience did no t
provide answers to these important questions .

_

	

There may be some "hidden" benefits of certain presently used non -
conservation practices . For example ,, excessive irrigation or leakage from
irrigation canals may recharge aquifers away from streams at times when wate r
tables would otherwise be falling . Also, there appear to be barriers that limi t

or inhibit conservation practices, such as water rights restrictions, failure t o
meet water quality standards, health requirements, technological ability to con-
trol impurities, capital availability and cash flow .

Large costs associated with current methods of water use might be cu t
if greater water conservation were practiced . But the opposite could also b e
true, due to such conditions as economies of scale or need for special equipmen t
to .permit recycling without the build-up of undesired water constituents .

Incentives are generally needed to induce water conservation an d
recycling . Low water bills are effective conservation incentives for municipa l
and residential uses, where unit water costs are high . But water cost i s
generally less of an incentive for industrial uses, where water costs often ar e
an insignificant fraction of product costs, or for agricultural uses in man y
parts of the state if the quality of the agricultural produce is highly dependen t
upon the quantity of water supplies .

Wasteful and excessive use of water by some users can deny sufficient' .
water for other uses . If water supplies are limited, intensive recycling and
reuse might be required as an alternative . But this might require so much water
quality control and treatment as to discourage particular types ofactivities .

	

-
Also, there may be health standards that preclude recyling-and reuse in wha t
might otherwise be an economical practice .

Water quality control and waste assimilation in waters . Wastes con -
tinue to be produced and discharged to the state's waters . Protection and en-
hancement of water quality is a continuing struggle . Limitations on all types
of water uses , result as water quality deteriorates . It becomes more costly to
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obtain the needed quality of water for each intended use . There is also a
decline in the intensity of some related uses (i .e ., aquatic recreation) .

The Department of Environmental Quality has formulated a general polic y
of non-degradation of water quality in order to protect Oregon's streams from head -
waters to the ocean . Waste receiving capacities must be considered in plannin g
activities . Industries wishing to expand production on pollution-threatened
streams may find that it must be accomplished within the effluent discharge limit s
already permitted them, requiring improved technology or added capital before suc h
expansion might occur .

Efforts to protect water quality impose limitations on water uses an d
economic growth . Some types of uses become precluded or diminished unless ne w
costs for pollution control are accepted by the user . Some of these costs mus t
be borne by the general public (i .e ., federal construction grants for municipa l
water and wastewater treatment facilities) . Others must be borne by private in-
dustry and agriculture . Tax incentives (i .e ., tax credits) appear to offer th e
needed inducement for industry to make important investment in anti-pollutio n
equipment and wastewater treatment . Because public and private investment need s
in pollution control can be very substantial, tax-free or low-interest revenu e
bonds or other incentives may be effective and must be considered .

Water allocation tradeoffs . Not all benefits and disbenefits are know n
when water is allocated to a particular use . Physical quantities of water ca n
normally be compared under different allocation schemes . But water quality alter-
natives are not usually clear . And when biological systems are involved, th e
tradeoffs between different alternative allocations are generally unknown excep t
in rather simplistic terms . Knowledge of economic tradeoffs, other than direc t
short-term differences among alternatives, is likewise evasive .

Problems Regarding the Adequacy of Decision-Makin g

Dispersed nature of decision-making . Decisions over water resourc e
policy, rights, management, construction, operation, and other activities ar e
presently spread over a multitude of federal, state and local jurisdictions i n
Oregon . Such dispersion and fractionation of authority tend to create confusion ,
inefficiency and delays in getting the needed action on water problems . Central-
ization of authority would appear to reduce this confusion and increase efficienc y
in decision-making . But dispersion of authority provides a system of "checks an d
balances" to assure that all interests to a decision have representation . Never-
theless, the dispersion of authority may leave some interests to a decision unin-
formed about the pending decision or uncertain as to how to proceed .

Many questions and problems over water use that need to be resolve d
rationally and with expediency are delayed because of uncertainty as to how "th e
system" functions . The one-stop permit system and a waterways development hand -
book have shown ways of dealing with dispersed authority in a relatively efficien t
.and expedient manner .

A stronger approach to the problem of dispersed authority is th e
possibility of agency reorganization . It is not clear whether internal reorgan-
ization of some agencies-is needed or whether agency mergers to form a more all -
inclusive water agency or natural resources agency might be appropriate .
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Dispersed authority for decision-making on water resources can caus e

difficulties in plan implementation . Water plans, land-use plans and economi c
development plans are implemented at various levels of government, usually i n
much different ways . Water plans are often implemented in a vertical hierarchy ,
as with water quality plans that extend downward from the federal level throug h
the state level to councils of regional (instate) government, counties and cities
or by lateral plan implementation for functional activities of different agencies .
How does the planning of land use or of water-related economic developmen t
activities interface with vertical-hierarchy, lateral-agreement or otherwis e
fractionated lines of authority among water resource agencies ?

Allocation decisions . Allocation of water among competing purposes i s
a major problem in Oregon, regardless of whether the uses are complementary, con-
flicting or even mutually exclusive . Part of the allocation problem can be traced
to a lack of basic knowledge of water availability, particularly it legal avail -
ability and allocation . A second aspect of the problem centers on the alterna-
tives available for allocating available water . The adequacy of the decision -
making process represents a third aspect .

Underlying the issue of water allocation is the problem of changin g
needs and changing interests as to how water should be used . Allocation procedure s
that rely heavily on water rights tend to focus on the past ; those that rely o n
economic benefits and costs tend to focus on the present ; those that rely on
comprehensive planning focus on a "perceived" future . In the multi-jurisdictiona l
arena of institutional water allocation, elements of the past, present, and per-
ceived future all influence how water is shared among competing uses . Thi s
directly influences water planning and development .

General Research Needs _

The several problems described above are summarized in Table V . Als o
shown are categories of research needed to allow progress to be made in solvin g
these problems, In general, it is apparent that a wide range of discipline s
must address these problems to allow their complete solution .

Needed Planning-Related Research in Orego n

In view of President Carter's emphasis on better water management an d
Oregon's concern over economic development, future research might well focus o n
solving those water resource problems described above that are most crucial i n
water planning and management decision-making .

A team of state agency representatives, at the request of the Pacifi c
Northwest River Basins Commission, recently recommended areas of needed federally -
supported programs in Oregon addressing water-related resources . One of thes e
areas dealt with water resource research that should be undertaken in the nea r
future to assist water planning and management activities . The recommendations
generally conform to the President's sought after emphasis .

The planning-related research needs identified can be summarized i n
terms of "umbrella" research categories . These are shown in Table VI .
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Table VI . Needed Planning-Related Research in Orego n

Water Quantity Problem s

Water Quality Problem s

River Basin Water Quantity/Quality Management Model s

Impacts on Natural Environmen t

Aquatic and Riparian Habitat Assessmen t

Fishery Problems

Economic Impact Assessmen t

Energy-Water Relation s

Water Planning and Management Problem s
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Water quantity problems that affect planning and management are

numerous . Examples include control of excess water by subsurface drainage ,
influence of river stage on bank erosion, instream flow requirements and poten-
tial irrigation efficiencies, artificial recharge of aquifers, combined surface
and subsurface storage .

Similarly, numerous water quality problems exist that need resoulu-
tion to improve planning and management activities . These include pollutant
control from point and non-point sources, assimilative capacities of water fo r
various contaminants, erosion and sediment transport processes, long-term wast e
treatment requirements, seepage from landfills and septic systems, aquifer use s
for industrial cooling and heating and associated risks, urban runoff control .

Water quantity and quality problems have traditionally been dealt wit h
separately . Many states, including Oregon, even have separate agencies to addres s
each . Integration of water quantity management with water quality managemen t
is a necessary step . This will require resolution of many problems . Research
needs include basic models to provide data on non-point source pollution an d
how it can be controlled to improve water quantity and quality . Models must be
extended to evaluate the benefit to aquatic resources and habitats .

More research is needed to better describe the impacts of water us e
on the natural environment . Examples of such planning-related research includ e
relation of a aquatic ecosystems to availability of in-stream flows, ecosystems '
responses to improved/deteriorated water quality, relation of ecological chang e
to cultural development, ecosystems carrying capacity, effects upon aquati c
environment of public use of water resources .

Aquatic and riparian habitats experience many problems that are affecte d
by water planning and management decisions . Research needs include better know -
ledge of streamflow requirements for key fish species, predictive models fo r
species response to streamflow variability, methods of assessing aquatic an d
riparian habitats, predictive methods for habitat suitability and resultant fis h
production, methods for predicting the adverse impacts of water projects on fis h
and wildlife, and criteria for in-stream flows .

General fisheries research is still needed to assist water resourc e
planners and managers . Hatchery techniques need improvement, fish passage a t
large dams is a continuing problem requiring better solutions . In general, mor e
research on the maintenance and enhancement of anadromous, estuarine and marin e
fishery resources is required .

Many problems that affect planning fall under the general categor y
of economic impacts . The economic impacts need assessment for such subjects as
promotion of more efficient irrigation water use, economic benefits and trade -
offs in water allocation, public costs of water quality control and before-and-
after-use treatments, public acceptance of visual water quality, water pricin g
structure .

The interrelationships of water and energy use involve numerou s
problems of concern in water resource planning . Examples include energy require-
ments and efficiencies for alternative irrigation systems, the potentials an d
constraints of small-scale and low-head hydropower development and the impact s
of energy development on in-stream water use, fish passage, and out-of-strea m
diversions .
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In addition to the above categories of problems and research needs ,
many problems are more directly a part of the planning process . Examples includ e
water allocation and tradeoff analysis, adequacy of existing institutions t o
deal with future problems, identification of new trends and technologies, regiona l
jurisdiction problems, institutional and jurisdiction communications, system s
analysis improvements, improved basic data, improved decisions from limited dat a
bases, stream corridor management, relation of water quality and water quantit y
planning .

Researching Outloo k

Researchers must be aware of several crucial points as they develo p
plans to conduct research during the next several years .

1. The golden goose is dead . The time of plenty of money to
research all sorts of things disappeared a few years ago and i s
not coming back .

2. More people are after the same bucks . The competition for re -
search dollars has grown due to the expanding number of wate r
resource researchers each year and to the decline in federa l
funding .

3. The people who want information still think there is a free lunch- -
but they're wrong, its the researcher who may be paying for it .
The university expert will still be called upon by entities o f
state, local and federal government to help solve problems . But
government probably will be looking for freebies most of the time ,
rather than being willing to pay for getting the information .

4. A crisis is the time when everyone will be interested in wate r
research findings, - and wonder why no one has the necessary
answers . The nation is presently willing to undertake th e
necessary research and development in relatively few water -
related areas so that scientific understanding and working tech-
nology are available at the time they are needed . (In Oregon ,
the first heavy rains ending the 1976-77 drought also washe d
away public interest in drought-related research -- until ou r
next drought!! Then they'll wonder why we don't know more tha n
we did in 1977!!) .

5. National problems are in . If its only a state or local problem ,
its not likely to get federal funding . Federal agencies ar e
having trouble justifying their research programs before Congres s
and the Administration . They are more likely to fund researc h
of national than of local significance .

6. The buyer wants to know more about what he's getting and whethe r
it will be useful . Researchers have to do a better job o f
"selling" research ideas by clearly demonstrating the need an d
applicability of the research . Funding agencies, faced wit h
staff cutbacks, are not likely to support proposals that ma y
not produce usable findings .
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7. "Basic research" is a no-no! Big issues have many problems ,
some due to general knowledge gaps where basic research wil l
allow a general increase of scientific knowledge . But funding _
agencies got nervous about this and would rather fund practica l

.. application that have a demonstrable, immediate effect on som e
current problem. Proposals to do basic research- should be
enlarged to include practical application, if possible .

8. Stay in touch with the "real world" . (That's where all thos e
people are who create problems and - then expect someone else to
bail them'out -- for free!) Researchers need to maintain a
sense of the problem, need and application when engrossed i n
research . Following up on the possible applicability o f
completed research is also essential to assure .its beneficia l
use -- which in turn should provide considerable satisfactio n
to the researcher .
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